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A B S T R AC T

Traditionally in the automotive industry, vehicle safety was the most crucial factor and secu-
rity of in-vehicle systems was only an afterthought. This resulted in networks that withstood
several technical interferences, but were mostly unprotected against malicious attacks.

In the future, infotainment, and other software systems in the vehicle will be composed of,
and be connected to, several processing units inside the car, with some of them even requiring
Internet connection. Security then becomes at least as important as safety, even overlapping
in some aspects. Two main problems surge from this interconnection: user data needs to be
secure, and the system must be resilient to hacks that could allow remote control of the car.

For users to have confidence in the software systems inside the vehicle, an evaluation must
be performed. The evaluation result should meet some criteria that users or a regulatory
body deem acceptable. With a security evaluation, careful analysis of implementation and
design of a system is performed. The higher the scrutiny and detail of the evaluation the
higher the cost. It is thus important that evaluation activities correspond to the assets’ value.

This dissertation aims at specifying a secure architecture for an HMI Manager. The HMI
Manager purpose is to manage several Human-Machine Interface (HMI) systems inside the
vehicle to provide a better experience to the user. This work focuses on user data protection,
and in generating documentation that would contribute the system certification. Best prac-
tices are followed to help create a secure system the system requirements through the use of
tried and tested techniques.
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R E S U M O

Tradicionalmente, na indústria automóvel, a segurança do véıculo era o fator mais importante
e a segurança interna de sistemas internos ao véıculo era pensada depois. Isto resultou em
sistemas capazes de resistir a várias interferências técnicas, mas na maior parte das vezes
desprotegidos contra ataques.

No futuro, sistemas de infotainment, e outros, serão compostos e estarão conectados a várias
unidades de processamento dentro do carro, em que algumas delas podem mesmo necessitar de
uma ligação à Internet. Nestes casos, a ciber-segurança torna-se, pelo menos, tão importante
quanto a segurança f́ısica do véıculo, sobrepondo-se até em alguns aspetos. Dois problemas
principais surgem desta conectividade: os dados dos utilizadores precisam ser protegidos, e
o sistema deve ser resistente a ataques que podem, em casos extremos, permitir o controlo
remoto do carro.

Para que os utilizadores tenham confiança nos sistemas de software dentro do véıculo, deve
ser executado uma avaliação a esses sistemas. O resultado da avaliação deve atender a alguns
critérios que os utilizadores, ou órgão regulador achem aceitável. Com uma avaliação de segu-
rança é efetuada uma análise cuidadosa arquitetura de um sistema e da sua implementação.
Contudo quanto maior o escrut́ınio e mais detalhes a avaliar, maior será a custo da dita
avaliação. Sendo assim, é importante que as atividades de avaliação correspondam ao valor
daquilo que os utilizadores querem proteger.

Esta dissertação visa especificar uma arquitetura de segurança para o HMI Manager, um
sistema que coordena sistemas HMI dentro de um véıculo, com foco na proteção de dados do
utilizador, e em gerar documentação que contribua para a certificação do sistema. Para tal,
serão seguidas as práticas recomendadas para a conceção de sistema seguros.
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1

I N T RO D U C T I O N

This chapter contextualizes the present work in the scope of automotive software security,
defines the main objectives and presents the dissertation outline.

1.1 context

Modern top-of-the range cars are comprised of up to 100 Electronic Controller Units (ECUs),
and multiple communication buses communicating over different protocols. This is a result
of innovation being mainly driven by electronics and software in modern cars [3]. Features
like keyless entry and WiFi, connect the car to its surroundings and are the start of software
based features requiring strong wireless connectivity. Because, like the first computers, current
automotive architectures are not designed taking into account security aspects, vehicles are
vulnerable to attacks aiming at gaining access to the system [3].

Traditionally in the automotive industry, vehicle safety has been the most important factor
with security being an afterthought. This resulted in systems that withstood several technical
interferences, but were mostly unprotected against malicious attacks [4]. For example, in 2010
researchers from University of Washington and the University of California San Diego, showed
that they could affect the car state by injecting messages into the Controller Area Network
(CAN) bus [5]. On the following year they could inject messages by remotely exploiting the
bluetooth stack and other systems [6]. Later, Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek showed that,
with access to the CAN bus, it was possible to jerk the steering of a car independently of its
speed [7], exploiting the cars automatic parallel parking and lane keep assist features.

The project ”Cockpit of the Future: HMI Concepts and Functions” [8] is part of a Research
and Development project resulting from a collaboration between Bosch BrgP and Universi-
dade do Minho (UM) named ”Innovative Car HMI” [9]. Two main objectives are to create
knowledge and technologies in Portugal that result in global innovations for the cars of the
future and to generate scientific and technological advances that provide high levels of flexi-
bility and quality, at competitive prices, to operations related to different industries. At its
core, the project aims to develop new HMI concepts for cars. The ”Cockpit of the Future”
project relies on the completion of several goals regarding design and development of an ad-
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vanced HMI system, incorporating an in-vehicle infotainment system. In-vehicle infotainment
systems, are systems which serve both informative and entertainment roles [10], and are an
important part of the modern car. The HMI system must adapt to manual, semi-autonomous
and autonomous driving, and be capable of driver workload management. Furthermore, it
must take into account the driver’s context and driving scenario. To achieve this, an HMI
Manager will be developed by the ”Cockpit of the Future” team. This HMI Manager co-
ordinates multiple HMI systems (e.g. audio speakers, screens, indicative LEDs) interprets
complex multimodal input, and determines the most appropriate way to present information
to the driver. The system could be employed on a number of different scenarios, and plays a
vital role on the user experience. Furthermore it requires a connection to several systems in
the vehicle and is the center of data flow control within the HMI system.

1.2 motivation

Web users are worried with how their data is used, and if the same is true for in vehicle
infotainment system users, a large segment of the potential market may be lost [11]. User
concern was studied in [12], where the authors find that ”Fully 94 percent of Web users have
declined to provide personal information to Web sites at one time or another when asked and
40 percent who have provided demographic data have gone to the trouble of fabricating it”.
This poses a challenge for infotainment systems, whose usefulness depends on the users’ trust
in the system and thus require that their privacy is assured.

Software validation provides a level of confidence that a system meets all requirements and
user expectations for its the functions and features [13].

The automotive industry as continuously attempted to use and define standards and guide-
lines as means to produce higher quality software. Examples are the adoption of generic soft-
ware development and assessment models and standards, such as ISO/IEC 12207, ISO/IEC
15504 or CMMI, and safety standards such as IEC 61508. Furthermore industrial associa-
tions and car manufacturers have defined specialized standards for the automotive industry,
such as the Automotive SPICE or MISRA, and standards like AUTOSAR have been created
for standardizing automotive software systems, describing software architecture components
and specifying their interfaces. More recently, in 2011, the functional safety for road vehicles
standard, ISO 26262, has been published, and since then it is considered the state-of-the-art
for the development of safety critical ECUs [14].

The automotive-specific standards are not related to an accredited certification schema,
which means that there are no international laws or industry agreements that require inde-
pendent parties to attest that the best development, safety or architectural practices have
being followed, which is the case in the railways and aerospace industries [14].
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Certification is an important step to improve the overall quality of automotive products
by introducing rigorous assessment activities. In particular, through a security evaluation,
careful analysis of both implementation and design of a system is performed, and because
the higher the scrutiny and detail of the evaluation, the higher the cost. It is important that
evaluation activities correspond the protected assets’ value.

The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (CC) provides such
evaluation methods through the definition of several Evaluation Assurance Levels (EALs). As
described by the third part of the CC specification [15]: ”The Evaluation Assurance Levels
provide an increasing scale that balances the level of assurance obtained with the cost and
feasibility of acquiring that degree of assurance.” The CC describes seven EALs starting with
EAL 1, where only minimal documentation is examined and ending with EAL 7, where the
security of the product must be proven formally.

By using the common criteria as guide, the specified software should be on the right track
to be built in such way that it can be used with confidence by the end user. Furthermore,
by following this certification framework, the product is assured to be of high-quality, being
applicable in a number of different scenarios.

1.3 objectives

Taking into account recent research in automotive software vulnerabilities and attacks, other
security concerns, and more general automotive software engineering challenges, this work
aims to specify secure automotive software, specifically the ”Cockpit of the Future” project
HMI Manager following the CC framework guidelines for security assurance. Furthermore,
best practices are followed to help create a secure system through the use of proven techniques.

To this end, it is necessary to understand the purpose and general activities related to the
security certification of products, in particular in the scope of the CC’s EAL packages. The
EALs represent sets of assurance requirements that must be met for a system to be certified.

The overall goal is to provide a secure architecture specification for the HMI Manager
system according to the framework guidelines, in order to produce a secure system which
may be reusable in different scenarios and can be trusted by its users to operate as intended.

1.4 dissertation outline

This dissertation is composed of five chapters. In Chapter 1 the work is contextualized, the
main issues to address are enunciated and general objectives are described. In Chapter 2, an
overview of the theoretical background is presented, addressing the definition of security, and
some aspects to take into account when designing a secure system, namely best practices and
some useful security architectural and design patterns. After, automotive security related
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research is presented. In Chapter 3, the methods to be used when specifying the system
are presented. Here a summary of the CC certification framework, the role of configuration
management, the code guidelines and analysis frameworks, an high-level overview of the
development process, the threat analysis and testing methodology are provided. In Chapter
4, the security requirements are established based on the threat and risk analysis and the
system is specified in a similar to fashion to a Protection Profile (PP) or Security Target
(ST). Chapter 5 highlights key aspects of this work and provides prospects for future work.
Appendixes contain the main outputs of this work, and other reference documentation such
as the security assurance requirements.
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2

S TAT E O F T H E A RT

This chapter covers the theoretical background needed for understanding the basic concepts
addressed in this work and presents fundamental techniques and principles used to build
secure systems. The second part of this chapters provides a literature review on the topic of
automotive security.

2.1 theoretical background

This section addresses some fundamental concepts related to security design and development.
First the distinction between security and safety is presented. This is followed by some
best practices and security techniques used when designing secure systems. To help with
system specification, architectural, design and implementation level patterns are described.
These represent reusable pieces of system organization at different levels. Development life-
cycles models provide a structured development process which helps guaranteeing a correct
implementation of the system. To guarantee that the system addresses adequate security
concerns, threat and risk analysis methodologies are analyzed. General security best practices
suggested by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) are presented, which
represent suggested practices for the automotive industry. The section ends with a summary
of security certifications frameworks, which help to guarantee that systems correspond to
their specification, and followed the security goals.

2.1.1 Security and Safety

In Portuguese the word ”segurança” can be translated to both security and safety. A dis-
tinction exists, however, and it can be confusing for a portuguese to distinguish. The Oxford
online dictionary defines security as ”The state of being free from danger or threat” and safety
as ”The condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk, or injury” [16].
Because the definitions are not remarkably different, in this work a more precise definition of
this concepts is followed. The definition for security and safety are as follows : ”Security is
protection against intended incidents. Wanted incidents happen due to a result of deliberate
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and planned act.” and the definition for safety is ”Safety is protection against random inci-
dents.” [17, p. 1]. Random incidents are unwanted incidents that happen as a result of one or
more coincidences.”

This definition of security helps to understand the general concept, however in the context
of computer software or other IT products the concept takes a more nuanced meaning. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Computer Security Handbook [18,
p. 5] defines the term information security as follows:

Computer Security: The protection afforded to an automated information system
in order to attain the applicable objectives of preserving the integrity, availability,
and confidentiality of information system resources (includes hardware, software,
firmware, information/data, and telecommunications)

Therefore, three key objectives are at the core of computer security: confidentiality, integrity
and availability. For the purpose of this document these are defined as follows. Confidentiality
is the guarantee that assets, such as data, are accessed only by authorized parties, it involves
an obligation to protect some other person’s or organization’s assets. Integrity can mean
different things in different contexts but generally it is seen as the guarantee that assets can
only be modified by authorized parties and in authorized ways. Availability is the guarantee
that assets are accessible to authorized parties at appropriate times. If an authorized person
or system has access to the asset, that access should not be denied.

The ISO 26262 [19] is a particular important standard for automotive safety, addressing
functional safety of electrical and electronic (E/E) systems in vehicles. Functional safety is
concerned with minimizing unreasonable risks to individuals caused by potential malfunctions,
which in the scope of the standard are related to (E/E) systems. Furthermore, it focuses
primarily on risks arising from random hardware faults as well as systematic faults in system
design, in hardware or software development, or in production, through to the commissioning,
repair, and withdrawal of the system.

The distinction between this terms is important because it helps to clarify the scope of the
problem addressed in this work, which focuses on the security aspects of building automotive
software, in particular the HMI Manager.

2.1.2 Secure Software Design

In this section some security related concepts and practices are described. First, important
principles and concepts are explained. Afterwards some security techniques are described.
Next an overview on how to integrate security in the software development cycle is provided.
Lastly an overview on some security patterns is presented.
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Security Principles

To help assure that the three objectives mentioned above are achieved, some tried and tested
security principles, that appear repeatedly on secure architectures and whose adoption im-
prove the design process are commonly followed. Here some of these principles are briefly
explained.

The principle of defense in depth dictates that security mechanisms must be layered in a
manner such that the weaknesses of one mechanism are countered by the strengths of two
or more other mechanisms [20]. The result of this principle’s application is that if an attack
causes one security mechanism to fail, other mechanisms may still provide the necessary
security to protect the system.

Another principle is to build systems whose configuration are secure by default, resulting
in a shipped product that is secure enough out of the box and it is up to the users to decide
if they should reduce their security. However, this means that the product may not be as
user-friendly as possible [21], which may be a problem depending on the type of product
developed.

The principle of the least privilege requires that applications execute with the least privilege
they need to perform their intended task. This is because if an attacker can control an
application to perform an unauthorized task, it will execute them with the same privileges
as the compromised process [22]. Having a task with the minimum privileges required, thus
minimizes possible damage provoked by an attack that succeeds in taking of control of an
application.

The principle of privilege separation is related to the principle of least privilege. This
means moving high privilege operations to another, higher privilege, process and running
that process with the privileges required to perform the necessary tasks, thus separating the
functionality of what could be a single program unto multiple small programs each with
appropriate privilege attributes [22].

Achieving security by obscurity security relies on the secrecy of implementation of the
system or the controls to secure it [23]. It is considered a weak security control, and it nearly
always fails when faced with dedicated attackers when it is the only control [24]. Currently
there are no mechanisms to employ strong code manipulation as to make impossible to reverse-
engineer or misuse a system while simultaneously preserving its performance and accuracy
[20]. This means, for example, that an application should not rely on the non-disclosure of
its source code.

Security mechanisms should be designed in such a way, that exceptions do not enable
behavior that a countermeasure would not usually allow, and thus following the fail secure
principle. For example, security methods such as ”isAuthorized” or ”isAuthenticated”
should return false if there is an exception during processing [24].
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Following a positive security model is similar to creating a white list, defining what is
allowed and reject everything else. The positive security model contrasts with a negative
security model, which employs a black list, where what is disallowed is defined, and everything
else is allowed [24]. Besides the benefits of applying a positive security model, it may be
impracticable to employ.

A secure system should be able to automatically detect intrusions and respond accordingly,
which can be achieved by the use of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Three elements
are required in intrusion detection: security relevant logging, regular log monitoring, proper
intrusion response which includes reporting and attempt to stop the attack [24]. Intrusion
detection is accomplished with network security appliances that monitor network activities,
in which case it refers to a network based IDS, or the monitoring of system activities, which
is performed by a host based IDS.

Reducing attack surface keeps points of entry to a minimum and allow users to enable
functionality as it is required [22]. Every feature that is added to an application adds a
certain amount of risk to the overall application. For example, the more code that is installed
and listening to network-based protocols, the more potential points of entry there are.

Sandboxing is a form of software encapsulation, which restricts access to the OS, or other
system critical areas. This results in applications that can do little harm to the system, by
not being able to access any part of the system or network, for the application has not been
granted it permission [25].

Although these short descriptions are easy to remember and understand, they could pro-
mote an overly simplistic view of technical problems. Incorporating effective security into
modern systems involves many complicated trade-offs, and a simple list can’t reflect them
[26]. However, these principles are still considered important because they address fundamen-
tal aspects and considerations of building secure systems.

A review of the most important security techniques is provided to list important concepts
that may be used next.

2.1.3 Security Techniques

Security techniques are implemented by security technologies, which may use one or multiple
techniques to achieve their goal, and its implementation aims at achieving one or more of the
three information security objectives: integrity, confidentiality and availability.

One fundamental technique is access control. Access control limits access to assets, to au-
thenticated entities whose rights are carefully tailored [27]. Three steps are performed when
enforcing access control: (i) identification, where an entity states its identity; (ii) authentica-
tion where a system validates the entity identity; and (iii) authorization, where the access to
resources is conceded to the entity it has enough privileges.
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There are four general means of authenticating a user’s identity, which can be used alone
or in combination: a) some shared knowledge such as a password, or a pin; b) something
the individual possesses, examples are tokens such as electronic key cards or smart cards;
c) something the individual is, authentication performed through recognition of fingerprint,
retina, and face; d) something the individual does (dynamic biometrics): examples include
recognition by voice pattern; handwriting characteristics, typing rhythm or even cardio-id
[27].

Authorization is the process of determining if a system entity is allowed for a given purpose,
and grant it the right, or permission, to access a system resource [27].

Auditing is a technique used to collect information about important security related actions
and events, and to log them in persistent storage for later analysis [22]. Auditing can be used to
test adequacy of system controls, to ensure compliance with established policy and operational
procedures, to detect breaches in security, and to recommend any indicated changes in control,
policy and procedures [27].

Cryptography are mathematical based techniques promoting aspects of information security
[28]. There are four main areas that cryptographic methods address: 1) privacy and confiden-
tiality; 2) data integrity; 3) authentication; and 4) non-repudiation. In essence, cryptography
is about the prevention and detection of cheating and other malicious activities. There are
two main types of encryption schemes, symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption.

With symmetric encryption data is encrypted using a shared secret, a key, between two
parties. To decrypt the data, the same key that encrypted it must be used [27]. On the other
hand, asymmetric encryption relies on one key for encryption, and a different but related key
for decryption. These two keys are denominated private and public key. The private key
must be kept secret, and the public key may be shared publicly. By applying asymmetric
encryption it is guaranteed that a message decrypted with the public key was originated by
an entity that owns the corresponding private key (a situation configured as a signature act),
it is also guaranteed that a message encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted
with the private key (adequate to communicate securly) [27].

Hashing is one of the fundamental primitives in modern cryptography. This technique
involves the calculation of an hash-value, which is computationally efficient. This technique
maps binary strings of arbitrary length to binary strings of some fixed length [28]. Ideally
hashing is performed using one-way functions, meaning that given the function output it is
computationally infeasible to compute its input. An example is SHA-3, which can produce
hash-values of different sizes [29]. This hash-value can be appended to, or provided alongside,
the data. Some hash functions use a key to generate the hash, in which case they are named
keyed hash functions. By computing the data’s hash and comparing it with the provided hash-
value, an entity can verify that the data has not been tampered with. Although adequate to
guarantee integrity, this technique is not suited to provide the message originator identity.
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Message Authentication Code (MAC) is a technique used to provide both data integrity,
confidentiality and authentication, which makes use of keyed hash functions. One possible use
of this technique is as follows. The recipient determines the claimed source identity, separates
the received MAC from the received data, independently computes a MAC over this data
using the shared MAC key, and compares the computed MAC to the received MAC. If these
values are the same, the recipient concludes that the data is authentic and has integrity, which
means that the message originated from another party which knows the secret key, and has
not been altered in transit [28].

Digital signatures provide useful means for an entity to bind its identity to a piece of
information thus being fundamental in the application of authentication and non-repudiation.
Certification of public keys in large networks is a significant application of digital signatures.
Certification allows the binding of user or entity’s identification to a public key by a trusted
third party, so that at some later time, other entities can verify the authenticity of a public
key, and hence the user, without the a directed intervention of a trusted third party [28].

The non-repudiation is an important aspect of digital signatures achieved by public-key
cryptography. This property prevents the signer from signing a document and subsequently
being able to successfully deny having done so. There are two main forms of non-repudiation:
non-repudiation of origin, where an entity cannot deny having sent a message, and non-
repudiation of receipt or delivery, where an entity cannot deny having received a message.

Finally, virtualization is used to create the illusion of multiple private sub-systems or guest
systems within a unique host system. This can provide applications with complete isolation
from a system, by allocating them with a private kernel and their own dedicated hardware
resources. In other cases, it can be used to implement light isolation where everything is
shared by virtual hosts: a unique kernel, file-system, RAM, I/O system with very minimal
isolation such as a private set of libraries or some limits on CGroups to restrain RAM or
CPU usage [30]. This divides virtualization in two approaches, hardware virtualization and
software virtualization, both with advantages over the other. In hardware virtualization each
virtual machine runs a private operating system, with the help of an hypervisor. This kind
of virtualization can be demanding in resources, specially for type 2 hypervisors. In the
automotive context it could be used to keep isolated the master ECU from the infotainment
system, while using a single hardware board. The use of containers, also called software
virtualization, offers a lighter solution at the cost of isolation. This still has a cost but
remains very light compared to hardware virtualization. In automotive it could be used to
isolate untrustworthy applications from other services.

Now that security techniques have been presented, understanding common patterns in
implementing secure systems will further help to achieve an adequately secure HMI Manager.
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2.1.4 Software Security Architecture Design

Software architecture is an important organizing principle, providing a framework that guides
application development. Software architecture reduces cost by improving release cycle time,
reducing software defects, enabling reuse of architecture and design ideas, and improving
technical communication [31]. By reusing solutions that have worked in the past, software
redesign and defects are reduced. As such, design patterns improve release time and develop-
ment costs.

The following architectural patterns, are thoroughly described by Dougherty [32]. Here only
a brief description is provided; the document describes patterns in three levels: architecture,
design and implementation.

Architectural-level patterns

Architectural-level patterns focus on the high-level allocation of responsibilities to different
components of the system and definition of interactions between those high-level components.

Distrustful decomposition consists in moving separate functions into separate programs,
thereby reducing attack surface of the individual programs that make up the system, and
also reducing functionality and data exposed to an attacker if the program is compromised.
This pattern promotes the principle of least privileged.

Privilege separation reduces the amount of code that runs with special privileges without
affecting or limiting program functionality. This pattern is a more specific instance of the
Distrustful Decomposition pattern.

Defer to kernel clearly separates functionality that requires elevated privileges from that
which does not and takes advantage of existing user verification functionality available at the
kernel level, thereby avoiding the reinvention of arbitration mechanisms for security decisions
at the user level.

Design-level patterns

Design-level patterns describe how to design and implement pieces of a high-level system com-
ponent, that is, they address problems in the internal design of a single high-level component,
not the definition and interaction of high-level components themselves.

The Security Factory pattern allows the separation of the security logic involved in creating
or selecting an object and the functionality of the created or selected object. This pattern
operates in two steps. In the first step a caller asks for an implementation of the Secure
Factory. In the second step the Secure Factory uses given credentials to select and return the
appropriate object.
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Two other patterns are mentioned by Dougherty [32], the Secure Strategy Factory and
Secure Builder Factory. Their high-level description is similar to the Secure Factory and so
they are not described here.

The Secure Chain of Responsibility pattern aims at decoupling the logic that determines
user/environment-trust dependent functionality from the portion of the application request-
ing the functionality. It also simplifies the logic that determines user/environment-trust de-
pendent functionality, and facilitates the change of the user/environment-trust dependent
functionality during run time operation.

The Secure State Machine pattern clearly separates the security mechanisms from user-level
functionality by implementing the security and user-level functionality as two separate state
machines. This approach reduces complexity compared to an implementation that mixes
security and user-level functionality.

The Secure Visitor pattern allows nodes of an hierarchy to lock themselves against being
read by a visitor that does not supply appropriate credentials. This pattern is structured so
that the only way to access a given node is through a visitor, which helps prevent against
unauthorized data access in the hierarchy.

Implementation-level patterns

Implementation-level patterns address low-level issues. Patterns in this class are applicable
to the implementation of specific functions or methods in the system. Implementation-level
security patterns address the same set of problems addressed by the Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT) Secure Coding Standards [33] and are often linked to a corresponding
secure coding guideline.

The Secure Logger pattern prevents an attacker from gathering potentially useful informa-
tion about the system from logs and prevents attackers from hiding their actions by editing
the system logs.

Another pattern is Clearing Sensitive Information. This pattern prevents sensitive informa-
tion stored in reusable resources from being accessed by unauthorized users if the information
is not cleared before freeing the reusable resource.

The intent of the Secure Directory pattern is to ensure that an attacker cannot manipulate
the files by a program during the execution of the program.

Pathname Canonicalization is a pattern that aims to ensure that a valid path that does
not contain symbolic links or shortcuts are used in file reading and writing operations by a
program.

In the Input Validation pattern all inputs should be identified and validated by the devel-
oper. When the application accepts input from untrusted sources, the input must be validated
according to the developer decisions.
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With the Resource Acquisition is Initialization (RAII) pattern system resources should be
properly allocated and deallocated under all possible program execution paths.

With this patterns in mind building a secure architecture is easier, and takes advantage of
reusable concepts which have been proven to work well in a broad range of scenarios. The
next step is understanding what a secure development life cycle is, some of its characteristics,
and how it can be used effectively.

2.1.5 Secure Development Life Cycle (SDLC)

One of the best way to ensure that software is resilient and that it is constructed secure is
to incorporate measures into all phases of the development life cycle. Several secure Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) models have been proposed, which take this into account.

One of the first of its kind, the MicroSoft’s SDL [34] proposed a development life cycle
that utilizes the phases of a classic software development life cycle. The goal is to minimize
security-related vulnerabilities in the design, code, documentation and to detect and eliminate
vulnerabilities as early as possible in the development lifecycle.

The Systems Security Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SSE-CCM) is a process
model used to improve and assess the security engineering capability of an organization by
providing a framework for evaluating security engineering practices against security principles.
This way, performance in the application of security engineering can be improved. This
process model as been adopted as the ISO/IEC 21827 standard [35].

The NIST developed standards to be applied by US federal agencies. One of those stan-
dards relates to secure development life-cycle [36]. The specification includes security in early
information system development life cycle that usually results in less expensive and more
effective security than adding it to an operational system. The guide presents a framework
for incorporating security into all phases of the SDLC, from initiation to release.

Although threat and risk analysis are steps taken in SDLC, this topic is given special
attention because it heavily influences the decisions made to system security requirements.

2.1.6 Threat Modeling and Risk Analysis

A definition of the terms ”threat” and ”risk” should be helpful before continuing. Stallings
and Brown define them as follows : “Risk: An expectation of loss expressed as the probability
that a particular threat will exploit a particular vulnerability with a particular harmful result.”
“Threat: A potential for violation of security, which exists when there is a circumstance,
capability, action, or event, that could breach security and cause harm. That is, a threat is a
possible danger that might exploit a vulnerability.” [27].
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By creating threat models, the objective is to determine which threats require mitigation
and how to mitigate them. Threat modeling forces system designers to think about the
security of the system in a relatively formal way and in general it results in helping developers
and system designers to better understand the system they are developing. It may also help
to find bugs in the design, and in particular find those that would be unlikely to be uncovered
any other way. Finally threat models are useful for testers which can develop specific tools
to test the system against threat models [22].

Threat analysis can be understood as a two step process. The first step is the identification
all assets, and the second step is identifying the corresponding threats which may compromise
those assets.

After threat analysis is conducted, an assessment of each threat risks should be performed.
This process helps to prioritize the threats, and therefore the mitigation strategies. Risk
assessment consists of three steps: the determination of the threat level, the determination
of the impact level, and finally by combining them, the determination of the risk level.

Here, two methods are described. These methods are outputs of two recent projects, EVITA
[2] and HEAVENS [37], related to security and safety in the automotive industry. A brief
overview of the goals and scope of these two projects will be presented further on.

The EVITA’s [2] method for threat analysis is named Threat and Operability Analysis
(THROP). The method considers potential threats for a particular feature from a functional
perspective. Threats are defined at the functional level based on the primary functions of the
analyzed feature using attack trees. Thus, THROP first identifies the primary functions of the
feature, second applies guide-words to identify potential threats. The risk level determination
applied in the method is adopted from ISO 26262 based on a combination of severity, attack
probability, and controllability measures.

The HEAVENS’ [37] method is based on Microsoft’s STRIDE [38]. It ranks the threats
based on a risk assessment consisting of three steps: (a) determination of threat level (TL),
(b) determination of impact level (IL), and (c) determination of security level (SL), which
corresponds to the final risk ranking. This approach benefits from the structured and sys-
tematic STRIDE approach to exploit threats, but requires a huge amount of work to analyze
and determine the SL of individual threats; which implies lots of discussion potential for each
individual factor of each single threat.

Next general best practices are provided, and although simple and lacking concrete details
are a powerful way to think about the design of secure systems.

2.1.7 Automotive Security Best Practices

The NHTSA is an agency of the Executive Branch of the U.S. government, part of the
Department of Transportation and its mission is to ”Save lives, prevent injuries and reduce
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economic costs due to road traffic crashes, through education, research, safety standards and
enforcement activity.” Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern Vehicles [39] is a non-binding
document describing the NHTSA guidance to the automotive industry for improving motor
vehicle security.

First, general cybersecurity guidance is provided, suggesting the use of a layered approach
to system design and the following of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework which is structured
around five principal functions: identify, protect, detect, respond and recover. Furthermore
NHTSA recommends that the automotive industry considers IT security suite of industry
standards, such as the ISO 27000 [40] series of standards among others.

Addressed particularly at the automotive industry the document suggest the implemen-
tation of a vehicle development process with explicit cybersecurity considerations following
other best practices such as the Society of Automotive Engineer (SAE) J3061 [41] and that
details related to the cybersecurity process should be documented to allow for both auditing
and accountability. The document further adds that the process should include a safety risk
assessment step and develop adequate protection for the identified risks.

In addition to identifying risks, the automotive industry should also be capable of rapid de-
tection and remediation capabilities and of collecting attack information to be analyzed. Also
design choices and changes to the system should be traceable through a robust version control
system. NHTSA also recommends that the automotive industry prioritizes cybersecurity in
its products for example by allocating dedicated resources within the organization focused
on researching, investigating, implementing, testing, and validating product cybersecurity
measures and vulnerabilities.

Automotive Information Sharing and Analysis Center (Auto-ISAC) is a community of prac-
tice for sharing relevant security information within the auto industry.

NHTSA suggest that the automotive industry should establish vulnerability disclosure /
reporting policy to provide any external cybersecurity researcher with guidance on how to
disclose vulnerabilities to organizations that manufacture and design vehicle systems.

Another suggestion is that the automotive industry should have documented procedures for
responding to incidents, vulnerabilities, and exploits. This process should cover: i) impact;
ii) assessment; iii) containment; iv) recovery and remediation actions; and v) the associated
testing.

Fundamental protections described by NHTSA are limiting debug access in production
devices, appropriate cryptographic-key key management, control vehicle diagnostic features
access, control access to firmware and reduce opportunities to obtain unencrypted firmware
during software updates, limit ability to modify firmware, control network ports, protocols,
and services, use segmentation and isolation techniques in vehicle architecture design, control
internal vehicle communications critical, log events in a immutable log, control communica-
tion to back-end servers by using widely accepted encryption methods. Finally, regarding
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education, NHTSA suggests that manufacturers, suppliers, and other stakeholders, should
work together to support educational efforts.

Another relevant publication, SAE J0631 ”Cybersecurity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical
Vehicle Systems”, was released as a work in progress, in early 2016. This document provides
guidance on vehicle Cybersecurity and was created based on existing practices which are
being implemented or reported in industry, government and conference papers. However the
author of this dissertation did not have access to this document and the guidelines could not
be followed [41].

This section ends with a review of some of the most important certification frameworks for
certifying IT products.

2.1.8 Software/IT Products Certification Standards

One of the most effective ways to guarantee the correct operation of software, and that it
complies with the established requirements, is its independent validation, as argued exten-
sively by David Rice [42]. Certification frameworks provide a way for software manufactures
to have their products recognized as following a particular standard or set of standards. Be-
cause security is such an important aspect of todays software products, several attempts to
standardize the process of verifying the correctness of software were developed. In 2016, the
ISO registered 33 290 ISO 27001 certifications [43], which represents an increase of 21% as
compared to 2015. The ISO also registered 324 CC certifications in 2016, a 23% increase
compared to 2015 [44]. These numbers cover certifications worldwide and show the growing
relevance of security standards.

One of the problems in certifying software in the context of automotive security, is the
lack of IT security evaluation in vehicles [45]. Although several standards exist for common
desktop and enterprise applications, the attempts to introduce IT security evaluations to the
automotive industry are not widely accepted. Below is a brief description of certification
standards that can be used to certify software products in a cybersecurity context.

The CC is designed as the basis for evaluating the security properties of IT products and
systems. It provides confidence that the security functions meet the established security
requirements by following the evaluation process, and by providing a complete methodology,
notation, and syntax for specifying security requirements, designing a secure architecture, and
verifying the security of products, systems, networks, or any other TOE Security Functionality
(TSF) product, which in the CC scope is a broad range of products. The degree of confidence
relates to how much effort is put into verifying the system, and the more effort is needed, the
higher the costs of the verification activities. The CC has mutual recognition agreement so
that products certified in one country are recognized in another, which alleviates expenses of
certification [46].
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The ISO 27000 [40] family of standards helps organizations to manage the security of
assets such as financial information, intellectual property, employee details or information
entrusted by third parties. There are more than a dozen standards in the 27000 family, but the
best-known is the ISO/IEC 27001, which provides requirements for an Information Security
Management Systems (ISMS). Although the focus is the secure management of information,
there are some standards which address implementation issues, in particular the ISO/IEC
27002 and ISO/IEC 27034 [47]. ISO/IEC 27002 is a generic advisory document, and not a
formal specification. By adopting ISO/IEC 27002, organizations assess their own information
risks, clarify their control objectives and apply appropriate controls using the standard [48].

The ISO/IEC 27034 [47] standard provides guidance to those specifying, designing, pro-
gramming, implementing and using application systems to ensure that the application pro-
vides the necessary level of security, adequately addressing security risks .

ICSA Labs is an independent division of Verizon, that aims to provide credible, independent,
third-party product assurance for end-users and enterprises [49]. It is accredited by the
ISO/IEC 17025:2005, which specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry
out tests and/or calibrations using standard methods, non-standard methods, and laboratory-
developed methods [50].

2.2 automotive security related work

This section provides an overview of research related to automotive security. It addresses
aspects such as the issues, and possible solutions, with existing communication protocols,
using encryption in an automotive setting, managing cryptographic keys and managing data.

2.2.1 Related Projects

Currently, automotive manufacturers are aware of new IT security threats, with platforms
like AUTOSAR [51] and GENIVI [52] which all major car manufacturers and suppliers follow,
provide security features. Furthermore, industry projects like EVITA [2], or Security in Em-
bedded IP-based Systems (SEIS) [53] have defined secure architectures for next-generation ve-
hicles which might significantly improve the security of automotive architectures and projects
like HEAVENS [37] which help in identifying methodologies and tools for performing security
software.

The objective of the EVITA project was to design, verify, and prototype an architecture for
automotive on-board networks where security-relevant components are protected against tam-
pering, and sensitive data is protected [2]. EVITA provides a basis for the secure deployment
of electronic safety aids based on vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communi-
cation. The project addresses security requirement analysis, secure on-board architecture
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design, implementation of secure mechanisms both in hardware and software and APIs to
support them.

The objective of the SEIS project is to create the technical framework for performing inte-
gration of IP based networks in modern cars [53]. However, these network will not supersede
all communication technologies currently used. Security wise, the aim is to provide the entire
system with a robust design to withstand attacks and counteract network overload and errors.

In the HEAVENS project security vulnerabilities in software-intensive automotive systems
were identified and methods and tools for performing software security testing were defined.
By providing a common way of assessing security, the aim was to improve the industry’s ability
to deliver safe and secure vehicles [37]. The results can be used, for instance, when doing a
comparison of different systems with each other, when creating profiles to find vulnerabilities
in systems, when specifying requirements to suppliers and when estimating safety properties
of a system.

To standardize development platforms and shorten development life cycles, some initiatives
aim to offer a platform which allows automakers and tier-I suppliers to focus and product
differentiation and not in operating system architecture. Tier-I companies are suppliers of
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) components to the parent company/industry that
manufactures a bigger product using the smaller components. In particular the AUTOSAR
[51] and GENIVI [52] initiatives have proven useful and effective in providing standardized
platforms widely adopted by the automotive industry, being used by several automakers and
tier-I suppliers. Security wise, this platforms provide cryptographic, secure communication
and user and resource management, which simplify the development of secure applications.

2.2.2 Security using existing protocols

Much of the work to secure in-vehicle network communications has been toward securing
already existing communication protocols. The CAN protocol is used in most automotive
applications [54]. It is used to connect the ECUs of a car, and allow them to communicate
without a source or destination address. Its specification reflects trusted environment assump-
tions that are no longer valid. By design it does not provide any security features, to ensure
confidentiality or authenticity.

Research has explored a number of attack vectors successfully, while taking advantage of the
CAN fragilities, and found that the compromise of any ECU becomes sufficient to manipulate
safety-critical components for example the work done by Koscher et al [5].

Other work has been done regarding the version 4.2 of AUTOSAR, which includes provisions
for security on CAN. It provides interfaces and guidelines for authentication of messages, but
leaves the implementation up to the manufacturer. Andreea-ina Radu and Flavio D. Garcia
[55] specify an AUTOSAR 4.2 compliant CAN authentication protocol.
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Other research focuses on attacks. For example, Kyong-tak Cho and Kang G. Sh[56] reveal
a new type of attack denominated ”bus-off attack”, which works by exploiting the error
handling of several ECUs, and propose a solution to correct the problem. Larson, Ulf E. et
al [57], show that there are several possible attack cases that can compromise security and
safety of the vehicle, and conclude that gateways are the most security critical ECU, due to
all attack actions considered being possible once the gateway is compromised.

To prevent unauthorized data transmission in CAN networks Tsutomu Matsumoto et al
[58] present a method consisting of each ECU listening to its ID being used by someone other
than him. When this is observed an error frame is transmitted by the original ECU to override
the message.

To introduce a better authentication mechanism while addressing real-time application
requirements, Philipp Mundhenk [59] suggests a lightweight authentication framework for
real-time automotive systems, which enables the secure and efficient distribution of symmetric
cryptographic keys among ECUs without pre-shared secrets is proposed.

2.2.3 Cryptography in In-Vehicle Networks

An important element in many computer security services and applications is the use of cryp-
tographic algorithms. This section cover some solutions for in-vehicle secure communication
based on cryptographic techniques.

One approach, is to use a gateway that verifies all senders, as demonstrated by Marko
Wolf et al [4]. This has the effect that all unauthorized messages may then be processed
separately or just immediately discarded. In this approach every sender needs a certificate to
authenticate itself against the gateway as a valid sender. The gateway in turn securely holds
a list of OEM public keys. After authentication, a symmetric key is shared between gateway
and ECU.

Another approach, is to divide communication into secure groups. X. Sun et al [60] also
propose a solution based on secure group. The authors claim that with the group signatures,
security, privacy and efficient traceability can be achieved without inducing the overhead
of managing a huge number of stored certificates. André Groll and Christoph Ruland [61]
propose the sharing of symmetric keys between secure groups, through a special cryptographic
ECU, that has to be inserted into the vehicle, which generates temporary keys for each
communication group and transmits these keys to all group members by using asymmetric
cryptography. The groups authorization for communication between members is performed
by access control lists and the certification authority of the automobile manufacturer.

Rafael Zalman and Albrecht Mayer proposed a low cost communication technique using
MAC, that assumes the existence of an infrastructure capable of distributing a secret key and a
consistent time base to all the participants in the required communication [62]. The proposed
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solution avoids message delay attacks, reduces message headers in relation to other MAC
based implementations, but requires cryptographic hardware for encrypting and decrypting
messages on real-time applications.

2.2.4 Key Management

Key management is an important issue, because security generally requires encryption. The
basic idea behind key distribution protocols is that when two principals want to communicate,
they may use a trusted third party perform an introduction [63].

There are several benefits to use a key management mechanism that does not rely on the
OEM, such as a more frequent key update. Two approaches for in-vehicle key management
are discussed by Takeshi Sugashima et al [64]. Both require a Key Master to distributes keys
to one or several ECUs. One approach requires a pre-shared key that must be stored on the
Key Master and the ECUs. The other, is key establishment based on key derivation where
MAC is used with a counter. The first approach is better for contexts where security is of
utmost importance, and a delay to load keys on all ECUs is tolerated. In the second, keys
between the Key Master and the ECUs may become out of sync, but the method executes
faster.

2.2.5 Data Management Systems

Instead of ECUs changing data with each other, data is stored in specific nodes within the
vehicle. Mechanisms such as access and concurrency control, can then be used o ensure data
integrity. The use of a Data Management System (DMS) as been proposed [65], where three
implementation possibilities are investigated: distributed, centralized and hybrid.

Sandro Schulze et al [65], discuss several different ways in which a vehicle can be attacked.
They propose the use of several countermeasures, such as DMS, an algorithm to mitigate
some vulnerabilities in the CAN protocol, the use of attestation and encryption and secure
firmware updates.

2.2.6 Additional Research

This section addresses additional relevant research in the subject of in-vehicle security.
An implementation for body control module is proposed by Bogdan Groza [66]. After

analyzing likely attacks, the authors propose three security measures: (i) The use of firewall in
synergy with authorization and authentication mechanisms, (ii) cryptographic authentication
protocols for the most safety critical ECUs, (iii) physical separation and tamper proofing.
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[67], Gui He Qin et al analyze defense methods for different protocols used in in-vehicle
networks and for the use of gateways as a defense and control mechanism.

In an automotive case study done by Viacheslav Izosimov et al [68], a security aware
development of cyber-physical systems is proposed, using a process for security requirement
elicitation, and attack trees analysis.

A light-weight IDS based on analysis of time intervals of CAN messages for in-vehicle
networks that can successfully detect message injection attacks in a millisecond is proposed
by Hyun Min Song [69].

[70], Hyo Jin Jo et al analyze Android OS-based telematics vulnerabilities. The proposed
counter measures for the vulnerabilities, include code obfuscation, and attestation.

A proposition was made for hierarchical information architectures in automotive systems by
Martin Erich Jobst and Christian Prehofer [71]. Hierarchical structuring of complex systems
is a common software engineering practice to achieve a clearer and more defined architecture.

2.3 summary

This chapter addressed the theoretical background needed for understanding the basic con-
cepts addressed in this work. Starting with a clear definition of security and safety concepts,
followed by a general guidelines on how to design and develop secure software. After, some
fundamental security techniques were described. Then a high-level description of a secure
software development life-cycle model is described through its most significant phases. After-
wards some secure architectural and design patterns were presented followed by some threat
and risk analysis methods which were presented by highlighting some of their most impor-
tant characteristics. After the description of some security best practices the theoretical
background sections listed some of the most import product certification frameworks.

Regarding related work, this chapter covers projects, followed by research on securing in-
vehicle networks and general security techniques that are increasingly being applied in cars.
Some research regarding key management for ECUs is also presented. Afterwards techniques
to deal with data management are also analyzed. The last section describes other related
research on the topic of automotive security.
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3

M E T H O D S

This chapter describes the set of methods that when applied to the development of the HMI
Manager, will lead to the development of a secure system. First the choice of the certification
framework, the CC is justified. After, the methods used are described in the light of the
CC recommendations and requirements. Next an overview of the methods that will support
and guide, the specification activities, are described, namely configuration management, code
guidelines and code analysis, the development process, threat analysis and test methodology
is presented.

3.1 certification framework selection

The CC certification framework is chosen because of its main advantages, internationalization,
and establishment of a common base for comparing IT security evaluation results. This results
in evaluation of products being more meaningful to a broader audience of IT product buyers
and users.

The CC is designed as the basis for evaluating the security properties for IT products and
systems. It establishes a framework that provides more meaningful security evaluation to
a broader audience of IT product buyers and users. Confidence that the security functions
meet the security requirements is established by following the evaluation process. The degree
of confidence relates to how much effort is put unto verifying the system, however the more
effort is needed the higher the costs of verification activities.

Some negative aspects of the framework have been criticized. Vendors criticize the time
it takes to conduct an evaluation and the effort it requires of them to work with the CC-
certified evaluation lab to prepare the ST and associated documentation for a review [72].
CC activities also start late in the development cycle, which for products that may have a
shelf life of as little as one year, may mean that by the time it gets CC certification, it may
be retired. Another characteristic of this framework is that only claimed Security Functional
Requirements (SFRs) are tested to the level of the desired EAL, which means that a vendor
could obtain certification while the product ships with residual vulnerabilities. Also, the fact
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that the product may be certified in relation to particular system configuration can lead users
to misuse the system without realizing it.

Even though some criticize the CC its advantages still provide an attractive proposition.

3.2 common criteria (cc)

In this section an overview of the CC is provided, describing main concepts, entities to
which the CC is targeted at, and the overall process of certification. Special attention is
given to the template requirement classes, the EAL and related assurance requirements. The
CC is mainly directed at three entities: consumers; developers; and evaluators. Consumers
can use the evaluation results to help decide if the Target of Evaluation (TOE) meets their
security requirements, in particular users can use the PP, a document stating implementation
independent security functional requirements and their rationale where desired functionality
is express unambiguously. The CC also guides in what evidence is to be provided, by the
developers and content providers, in order to perform the evaluation. Regarding evaluators
the CC contains criteria to be used when forming judgments about the conformance of TOEs
to their security requirements.

3.2.1 Target of Evaluation (TOE)

The CC is flexible in what can be evaluated and it calls what is to be evaluated the TOE [1,
p. 325]:

”A TOE is defined as a set of software, firmware and/or hardware possibly ac-
companied by guidance. While there are cases where a TOE consists of an IT
product, this need not be the case. The TOE may be an IT product, a part of an
IT product, a set of IT products, a unique technology that may never be made
into a product, or a combination of these.”

Some examples of TOEs are: a software application, an operating system, a software
application in combination with an operating system.

Because IT products can be configured in many ways, and because this kind of flexibility
often brings security problems, guidance documents are important. Furthermore, an IT prod-
uct can be evaluated only according to specific configurations, in which case the configurations
are collectively called ”the TOE.”
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3.2.2 Parts of the CC

The CC is comprised of three parts: Part 1 is the introduction to the CC and the description
of the general model of evaluation; Part 2 is the description of security functional components
that serve as templates on which to base the functional requirements for the TOE; Part 3 is the
establishment of security assurance components that are the base for assurance requirements.
Table 1 shows the role of each part for each of the main participants of the framework.

Table 1.: Road map to the Common Criteria [1]
Consumers Developers Evaluators

Part 1 Use for background informa-
tion and are obliged to use for
reference purposes. Guidance
structure for PPs.

Use for background informa-
tion and reference purposes.
Are obliged to use for the de-
velopment of security specifi-
cations for TOEs.

Are obliged to use for refer-
ence purposes and for guid-
ance in the structure for PPs
and STs.

Part 2 Use for guidance and reference
when formulating statements
of requirements for a TOE.

Are obliged to use for refer-
ence when interpreting state-
ments of functional require-
ments and formulating func-
tional specifications for TOEs.

Are obliged to use for refer-
ence when interpreting state-
ments of functional require-
ments.

Part 3 Use for guidance when deter-
mining required levels of assur-
ance.

Use for reference when inter-
preting statements of assur-
ance requirements and deter-
mining assurance approaches
of TOEs.

Use for reference when inter-
preting statements of assur-
ance requirements.

3.2.3 General Model

Security is concerned with the protection of assets. Assets are resources that someone places
value upon (e.g. the contents of a file or a server or the authenticity of votes cast in an election).
The environment in which these assets are located is called the operational environment. A
computer room of a bank, or a computer network connected to the Internet are examples of
operational environments. The environment is not evaluated in CC evaluation activities, it
is assumed that real-world environment is a correct instantiation of the referred environment
in the PP or ST.

Many assets are closely related to information processing or information storing. Informa-
tion owners may require that availability, dissemination and modification of any such informa-
tion are strictly controlled and that the assets are protected from threats by countermeasures.
Figure 1 illustrates these high level concepts and relationships.

Owners of assets may be (held) responsible for those assets and therefore should be able to
defend the decision to accept the risks of exposing the assets to the threats.

Two important elements in defending this decision are being able to demonstrate that:
• The countermeasures are sufficient: if the countermeasures do what they claim to do;
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Figure 1.: Security concepts and relationships [1]

• The countermeasures are correct: the threats to the assets are countered.
Consumers may choose to increase their confidence in the sufficiency and correctness of

some or all of their countermeasures by ordering an evaluation of these countermeasures.
Figure 2 shows how evaluation concepts relate to each other in regard to countermeasures.

Figure 2.: Evaluation concepts and relationships [1]
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Two different evaluation types are recognised by the CC. One is the evaluation of the PP,
the other is the evaluation of the ST/TOE.

The PP evaluation, is optional and involves a customer preparing the PP explaining why
IT security functions are necessary, specify what must be done to provide this protection, the
rationale for this two topics must prove that the specification is correct. The customer gives
the PP to an evaluator to perform a formal CC evaluation, which will ultimately lead to the
issuance of a CC Certificate [46]. The goal of such an evaluation is to demonstrate that the
PP is complete, consistent, and technically sound and suitable for use as a template on which
to build another PP or an ST.

The ST/TOE evaluation is performed in two steps: the ST evaluation where the sufficiency
of the TOE and the operational environment are determined; the TOE evaluation where the
correctness of the TOE is determined.

3.2.4 Protection Profile and Security Target

A PP is an implementation-independent statement of security needs for a TOEs type (e.g.
firewalls), whereas an ST always describes a specific TOEs (e.g. the MinuteGap v18.5 Fire-
wall). The same PP may therefore be used as a template for many different STs to be used
in different evaluations. In general, a ST describes requirements for a TOE and is written by
the developer of that TOE, while a PP describes the general requirements for a TOE type.

Basing a PP/ST on an evaluated PP has two advantages: (i) there is much less risk that
there are errors, ambiguities or gaps in the PP. If any problems with a PP (that would have
been caught by evaluating that PP) are found during the writing or evaluation of the new
ST, significant time may elapse before the PP is corrected; (ii) evaluation of the new PP/ST
may often re-use evaluation results of the evaluated PP, resulting in less effort for evaluating
the new PP/ST.

3.2.5 Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL)

The EALs are hierarchically ordered such that each EAL represents more assurance than all
lower EALs. These EALs are comprised of appropriate combinations of assurance components.
Components are part of assurance families, which in turn are part of assurance classes. Section
3.2.7 (Security Assurance Requirements), briefly explains the role of each of the assurance
classes.

In EAL1, confidence in correct operation is required, but threats to security are not per-
ceived as serious. EAL1 supports the contention that procedures have been taken to protect
personal or similar information. EAL1 provides an evaluation of the TOEs as made available
to the customer. It could be conducted without assistance of the developer of the TOEs.
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EAL2 requires the cooperation of the developer, who will provide design information and
test results. It is the highest assurance level that can be used without imposing other than
minimal additional tasks on the developer. EAL2 is designed for a low to moderate level of
independently assured security, but the complete TOEs development record is not available.

EAL3 provides analysis supported by ”gray box” testing, selective independent confirmation
of the developer test results, and evidence of a developer’s search for obvious vulnerabilities.
Development environment controls and TOEs configuration management are also required.
EAL3 provides a moderate level of independently assured security without incurring substan-
tial re-engineering costs.

EAL4 allows a developer to gain maximum assurance from positive security engineering
based on good commercial development practices. It provides analysis supported by low-level
design of the modules of the TOEs and a subset of the implementation, and is applicable
where a moderate to high level of independently assured security is required. EAL4 is the
highest assurance level at which it is economically feasible to retrofit to an existing product
line.

EAL5 allows a developer to gain maximum assurance from security engineering, based on
rigorous development practices and supported by moderate application of specialist security
engineering techniques. EAL5 is applicable where developers or users require a high level of
independently assured security in a planned development and require a rigorous development
approach. EAL5 should not incur unreasonable cost through the use of additional security-
specific techniques.

EAL6 permits developers to obtain high assurance from application of security engineering
techniques to a rigorous development environment in order to produce a premium TOEs for
protecting high-value assets against significant risks. EAL6 provides analysis supported by a
modular and layered approach to design. Independent search for vulnerabilities must ensure
high resistance to penetration attack. It is applicable to development of security TOEs where
the value of the protected assets justifies the additional costs.

Finally, EAL7 is applicable to the development of security TOEs for applications in high-
risk situations where the value of the protected assets justifies a high development cost. Ap-
plications of this EAL is limited to products whose formal analysis is possible. Evidence of
developer ”white box” testing and complete confirmation of developer test results are required.

3.2.6 Security Functional Requirements (SFRs)

Part 2 of the CC provides a catalog of TSF SFRs, that may be used to specify the security
objectives of the TOEs. Security requirements are grouped into non-divisible components.
Components are then grouped into families, and can be selected individually within a family.
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Families are grouped into classes which aggregate requirements related to a common purpose.
Next, a brief description of each security functionality class is provided.

Security Audit class, describes requirements for handling audit events. Requirements in
this class involve recognizing, recording, storing, and analyzing information related to security
relevant activities.

Communication class, is composed of two families that are concerned with assuring the
identity of a party participating in a data exchange assuring sender and recipient identities,
which enforces non-repudiation. To repudiate means to deny, non-repudiation thus ensures
that entities can’t deny having participated in a conversation. Non-repudiation can be of two
types: (i) non-repudiation of origin, where an entity can’t deny having sent a message; (ii)
non-repudiation of receipt where an entity can’t deny received a message.

Cryptographic Key Management class, comprises two families, Cryptographic Key Manage-
ment and Cryptographic Key Operations. The former is related to the management aspects
of cryptographic keys. The latter is concerned with the operational use of those cryptographic
keys.

User Data Protection class address user data within a TOEs during import, export, and
storage as well as security attributes directly related to user data. Another aspect of this class
is that it specifies access control policies. These policies are described in terms of operations.
The CC defines operations as a specific type of access on a specific object. Operations can be
”read/write” or ”update database” depending on the abstraction level.

Identification and authentication class address requirements that unambiguously identify
authorized users and correctly associate their security attributes with users and subjects. The
correct attribution of security attributes is critical to the enforcement of the intended security
policies.

In the Security Management class families specify management of several aspects of the TSF:
security attributes, data and functions. The different management roles and their interaction,
such as separation of capability, can be specified.

Privacy class addresses user protection against discovery and misuse of identity by other
users.

Protection of the TSF class addresses integrity and management of the mechanisms that
constitute the TSF and to the integrity of TSF data. Requirements in this class are similar
to those of User Data Protection, but are specific to TSF data.

Resource Utilization class addresses requirements that support the availability of required
resources. It allows the TSF to control the use of resources under the control of the TSF by
users and subjects such that unauthorized denial of service will not take place by means of
monopolization of resources by other users or subjects.

TOEs Access class governs aspects such as limiting the number and reach of user sessions,
displaying user access history, and the modification of access parameters. It enforces that
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the created subjects bear the attributes determined by the identification and authentication
functions, provided the TOEs access requirements are satisfied.

Trusted path/channels class specifies the security requirements for trusted communications
paths between users and the TSF, and between TSFs. This class protects the communication
path between user and TSF, or between TSFs, from modification by untrusted applications.

3.2.7 Security Assurance Requirements (SARs)

The Security assurance requirements define the criteria for evaluating PPs, STs, and TOEs
and the security assurance responsibilities of developers and evaluators [15]. The customer
determines the appropriate EAL and hence the Security Assurance Requirements (SARs)
[46]. The SARs follow a similar structure to the SFR, being organized in classes, families,
components, and elements hierarchically. Next, a brief description of each security assurance
class is provided.

The requirements of the Development class provide information about the TOE. The knowl-
edge obtained by this information is used as the basis for conducting vulnerability analysis
and testing upon the TOE, as described in the AVA and ATE classes. In particular this class
addresses requirements for: a) Description of the design and implementation of the SFRs at
the various levels of abstraction b) Description of the architecture-oriented features of domain
separation, TSF self-protection and non-bypassability of the security functionality. c) A se-
curity policy model and for correspondence mappings between security policy model and the
functional specification. d) The internal structure of the TSF, which covers aspects such as
modularity, layering, and minimisation of complexity.

The Guidance Documents class provides the requirements for guidance documentation for
all user roles. For the secure preparation and operation of the TOEs it is necessary to
describe all relevant aspects for the secure handling of the TOEs. The class also addresses
the possibility of unintended incorrect configuration or handling of the TOEs.

Life-cycle support is an aspect of establishing discipline and control in the processes of
refinement of the TOEs during its development and maintenance. Confidence in the cor-
respondence between the TOEs security requirements and the TOEs is greater if security
analysis and the production of the evidence are done on a regular basis as an integral part of
the development and maintenance activities.

Security Target Evaluation class addresses requirements regarding the evaluation of the ST.
Evaluating an ST is required to demonstrate that the ST is sound and internally consistent,
and, if the ST is based on one or more PPs or packages, that the ST is a correct instantiation
of these PPs and packages. These properties are necessary for the ST to be suitable for use
as the basis for a TOEs evaluation.
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Test class provides assurance that the TSF behaves as described (in the functional specifi-
cation, TOEs design, and implementation representation). The emphasis is on confirmation
that the TSF operates according to its design descriptions. This class does not address pene-
tration testing, which is based upon an analysis of the TSF that specifically seeks to identify
vulnerabilities in the design and implementation of the TSF. Penetration testing is addressed
separately as an aspect of vulnerability assessment in the AVA: Vulnerability Assessment
class.

The Vulnerability Assessment class addresses the possibility of exploitable vulnerabilities
introduced in the development or the operation of the TOEs. Generally, the vulnerability
assessment activity covers various vulnerabilities in the development and operation of the
TOEs. Development vulnerabilities take advantage of some property of the TOEs which was
introduced during its development.

3.3 development process

The CC requires that for EAL4 evaluated systems, a developer life-cycle model is followed,
and that the model provides the necessary control over the development and maintenance of
the evaluated system.

Instead of describing, or indicating, a concrete development model, an overview of the
SDLC process phases required to incorporate security measures are provided, as specified in.
Bellow is a brief description of how to incorporate security considerations into a development
life-cycle according to Kissel et al [36]. The aim is to highlight general activities and not
to present a particular development model which must be strictly followed, although the
guideline is provided in the perspective of a waterfall-like development life-cycle.

Figure 3 illustrates the typical phases in a waterfall-like development life-cycle. Although
the waterfall model is seldom used currently, there are many waterfall-like models, and its
major phases are present in other development life-cycles models. Briefly, in Initiation phase,
the need for a system is expressed and the purpose of the system is documented; in Devel-
opment/Acquisition phase, the system is designed, purchased, programmed, developed, or
otherwise constructed; in Implementation/Assessment phase, after system acceptance testing
is performed, the system is installed or fielded; in Operation/Maintenance phase, the system
performs its work and is subject to modifications or improvements; in Disposal phase encom-
passes activities to ensure the orderly termination of the system, safeguarding vital system
information, and migrating data processed by the system to a new system, or preserving it
in accordance with applicable records management regulations and policies.

Regarding the Initiation phase, taking security into consideration is key to diligent and early
integration of security measures, thereby ensuring that threats, requirements, and potential
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Figure 3.: Typical phases of the development life-cycle

constraints in functionality and integration are considered. Furthermore, early planning and
awareness result in cost and time saving through proper risk management planning.

For the Development/Acquisition phase, key activities include risk assessment, security
requirement analysis, design of the secure architecture, prepare documents for system cer-
tification and performing functional and security testing. Landoll defines risk assessment
broadly as ”A probability determination of asset losses based on asset valuation, threat anal-
ysis, and an objective review of current security controls effectiveness” [73]. This means that
performing risk analysis helps to direct the focus of security measures to where they are most
valuable.

In the Implementation/Assessment phase the system is installed and evaluated, encom-
passing integration of the system into its environment, security testing and execution of
performance activities.

In the Operation/Maintenance phase the system is monitored for continued performance
according to the security requirements and needed system modifications are incorporated.
Operations continue as long as the system can be adapted to the organization’s needs while
maintaining an acceptable level of risk. If modifications are deemed necessary, the system
may reenter a previous SDLC phase.

In the final phase, Disposal, information security issues associated with information and
system disposal should be addressed. It is important that assets and resources are protected
when system are transfered, become obsolete, or are no longer usable. In general, disposal
activities ensure orderly termination of the system and preserver its vital information so that
some or all of the information may be reactivated in the future, if necessary.

For a more detailed description of the development phases, consult the NIST Special Pub-
lication 800-64, Security Considerations in the Information System Development Life Cycle
[36].

3.4 configuration management

Configuration management is the establishment and maintenance of the integrity of all iden-
tified outputs of a project, or process, and to make them available to concerned parties. Any
output can be managed by a configuration management system. Examples are plans, re-
quirements, design, software, hardware, testing, and documentation. Unmanaged changes to
these artifacts can lead to problems that persist throughout the system life cycle. Hence, one
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primary objective of Configuration Management (CM) is to manage and control changes to
such artifacts [74].

CC defines configuration management as follows:

Discipline applying technical and administrative direction and surveillance to iden-
tify and document the functional and physical characteristics of a configuration
item, control changes to those characteristics, record and report change processing
and implementation status, and verify compliance with specified requirements.

Maintaining the integrity of these items helps to provide grounds for confidence, that the
system to be evaluated meets its security objectives by ensuring only authorized changes
were made during development [75]. Requirements for the Configuration Management system,
regarding an EAL4, can be found in appendix sections G.7 and G.8.

A configuration management plan that can be used as a starting point is presented in
appendix D, however the employment of configuration management is tightly coupled with
the organizational context within which it is implemented [75]. The configuration management
template plan addresses the main roles required to employ the plan, main activities and main
rules regarding changes to software, hardware, media and system specifications. Furthermore,
it presents requirements for the version control system.

3.5 threat analysis

The CC states that the security needs of the evaluation target are usually identified by means
of risk assessment [1], but leaves the risk assessment methodology open, since its focus is the
enforcement of security requirements. The usefulness of the results of an evaluation depends
on the security problem definition, as such it is often worthwhile to spend significant resources
and use well-defined processes and analyses to derive a good security problem definition.

THROP is a threat analysis approach developed for the EVITA project [2] and its use is
recommended by the SAE J3061 Guidebook. The SAE J3061 is a work in progress, that aims
to provides guidance on vehicle cybersecurity and was created based off of, and expanded on
from, existing practices which are being implemented or reported by the automotive industry,
the government and conference papers.

From the analysis made by Macher et al [76], the classification of attack potentials and the
analysis based on threat trees is suitable at feature or system level and thus applicable for
embedded automotive systems. However, they do not take legislation aspects into account,
even though several laws regarding the environment and driver behaviour are already in effect
[77]. THROP was the chosen method for the assessment of potential threats for its positive
aspects.
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The general activities of the method are the following : (i) Develop a high-level (functional)
model of the system to be analysed; (ii) Identify safety hazards or security threats; and (iii)
Risk Analysis [78].

3.5.1 High-Level System Model and Operational Environment

The description of system under investigation and its environment should allow for a correct
definition of use cases. This means that it should not be too abstract, or else it could result
in incorrect assumptions and analysis.

Use cases in this method are used to derive functional views of the system and mapping
views of the system. The detailed functional path and mapping approach, maps the functions
to a generic architecture, allowing functional and architectural requirements to be identified.
However, in this work functional requirements are used instead of use cases.

3.5.2 Threat Identification

The identification of threats is performed through the development of ”dark-side” scenarios.
The ”dark-side” scenarios is a technique to help identify possible security threats and to allow
aspects such as the desirability (to the attacker), opportunity, probability and severity of
attacks to be assessed in order to support the security risk assessment activities. To this
end, attack trees were used. The approach adopted in developing the dark-side scenarios for
the EVITA project is based on the following elements: a) Identification and classification of
possible attack motivations; b) Evaluation of associated attacker capabilities (e.g. technical,
financial); c) Attack modeling, comprising, identification of specific attack goals that could
satisfy the attack motivations and construction of possible attack trees that could achieve
attack goals, based on the functionality identified in the use cases [2].

The attack trees are related to fault trees which are use to identify safety hazards. The
constructed attack trees follow a simple hierarchical structure used in EVITA. The root
the attack tree (Level 0) is an abstract ”attack goal” that is associated with a benefit to
the attacker. The root node children nodes (Level 1) represent different ”attack objectives”
that could satisfy this attack goal. The ”attack objectives” have a negative impact on the
stakeholders (e.g. vehicle users or other road users). Thus, the severity of the outcome can be
estimated at this level. The attack objectives may be further decomposed into a number of
”attack methods” that could be employed to achieve the attack objective. Each attack method
(Level 2) will in turn be based on a logical combination (AND/OR) of attacks against one or
more ”assets” populating the lowest levels of the attack tree. These are described as ”asset
attacks”, and are the terminal nodes of the tree. The tree is truncated where the probability of
success can be estimated for asset attacks. These individual probabilities can subsequently be
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combined using the tree logic to assess the overall probability for each of the attack methods
[2]. The generic tree structure is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4.: Generic Attack Tree Structure [2]

3.5.3 Risk Analysis

Following the approach used in EVITA, to assess the risk associated with an attack, it is
necessary to assess the ”severity” of the possible outcome for the stakeholders, and the ”prob-
ability” that such an attack can be successfully mounted. The analyzes focuses on security
objectives, and their potential to being violated. The security objectives are: a) Operational,
where it is expected that the system maintains the intended operational performance of all
vehicle and IT systems functions; b) Safety, where it is expected that the system ensures the
functional safety of the vehicle occupants and other road users; c) Privacy, where it is ex-
pected that the system protects the privacy of vehicle drivers, and the intellectual property of
vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers; d) Financial, where it is expected that the system
prevents fraudulent commercial transactions and theft of vehicles [2].

3.5.4 Security Requirements Derivation

Identification of security requirements in the EVITA project is based on two different but
complementary viewpoints: i) abstract functional path, which is based on a purely functional
representation of the use cases, providing security requirements by class (confidentiality, au-
thenticity); ii) and a detailed functional path and mapping, which is based on mapping a
functional representation of the use cases to an architecture, providing both functional and
architectural (availability, timing) requirements by use case [2].
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Merging the results of these two viewpoints should ensure that the security requirements
are sufficiently comprehensive to support subsequent design activities.

3.6 coding guidelines, standards and analysis

In ”Secure Coding in C and C++”, Seacord [33] argues that software defects cause the
majority of software vulnerabilities, and that this is true in particular for the C and C++
languages. This is because the languages are designed with the assumption that the developer
detains a high level of expertise, which might no be the case. Understanding the sources of
vulnerabilities and learning to program securely is essential to the development of secure
systems. Coding guidelines aid in this regard by providing rules designed to mitigate such
programming errors.

The CERT C++ code guidelines [33] should be followed in the development of this sys-
tem. These guidelines address several aspects and considerations for secure and robust C++
programming which include special attention to: i) string manipulation and general buffer
handling; ii) pointer manipulation and pointer subterfuge; iii) dynamic memory management;
iv) integer security; v) printing formatted output; vi) concurrency; and vii) file I/O. Follow-
ing a coding standard allows source code analysis tools to be the most helpful possible while
employing a high degree of uniformity in the code. Source code analysis tools fall under
two categories, static analysis and dynamic analysis. These tools can be used to improve
confidence in the overall correctness of the system.

In the automotive industry, for safety critical systems, the MISRA C coding standard de-
veloped by MISRA (Motor Industry Software Reliability Association). The main focus of
this standard are vulnerabilities in the C language, particularly for use in embedded systems,
and primarily targeted at safety-related applications. MISRA C applies to applications using
a sub-set of the C Standard Library particularly. Although the MISRA C originates from
the automotive industry, the standard has been adopted across many industries, and in envi-
ronments where data-security is an issue. Similarly to MISRA C, MISRA C++ establishes
a coding standard for critical systems. However, MISRA code standards rules seem to not
always be related to higher quality systems, and in some cases it may be even make the code
less reliable [79]. As such the use of other coding standards such as CERT C++ coding
standard [80] are recommended in this work.

3.6.1 Static analysis

Static analyzers operate on source code, producing diagnostic warnings of potential errors or
unexpected runtime behavior. Static analysis techniques, while effective, are prone to both
false positives and false negatives. There are many trade-offs in minimizing false positives and
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false negatives. Analyzers shouldn’t produce excessive false positives, even if the code was de-
veloped without the expectation that it would be analyzed. Many analyzers provide methods
that eliminate the need to research each diagnostic on every invocation of the analyzer, this
is an important feature to avoid wasted effort. Static analysis tools can be used in a variety
of ways. One common pattern is to integrate the tools in the continuous build/integration
process [33].

The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), studies and solves problems with
widespread cybersecurity implications, researches security vulnerabilities, contributes to long-
term changes in networked system, and develop information and training to help improve
cybersecurity. One area this team works on, is secure coding standards, which define a set
of secure coding rules. These rules are used to eliminate coding errors that have resulted in
vulnerabilities for commonly used software development languages as well as other undefined
behaviors that may also prove exploitable. The Source Code Analysis Laboratory [81] is an
auditing framework that aggregates output from various analysis tools with the goal of warn-
ing about possible code flaws. In particular, these framework can be used to test software
applications for conformance to the CERT C++ Secure Coding Standard [80]. SCALe [81]
is one of such tools. It analyzes an application’s source code and generates a detailed report
of findings to guide the code’s repair, in case problems are detect. CERT may even issue a
certificate and list the application in a registry of systems conforming to the coding standard.
As a result, SCALe can be used as a measure of the security of software systems.

3.6.2 Dynamic analysis

Dynamic analysis includes the use of programs to discover errors that occur when the program
runs. These programs serve similar functions to a debugger. The exact run-time behavior
of the program can be studied by running the system and observing the executions of the
program. This is often accomplished by instrumenting instances of the system to collect the
runtime information. Execution of methods is traced by instrumenting code-snippets at the
beginning and the end of the method by the execution of sub-traces and how future behaviors
are affected by the side effects in traces, by analyzing these execution traces [82].

Valgrind tool suite provides a set of tools that allow for runtime program behaviour analysis.
This tools can negatively affect the performance of the program by a factor of 20 or 30 and
use a lot more memory and so they should be used primarily for performing tests or during
development and not in the released product. Valgrind is most useful on C/C++ programs
[83].
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3.7 testing methodology

Testing allows for the evaluating of product quality and for improving it, by identifying
defects and problems [84]. In order to ensure the quality expected from a system, an attitude
of prevention must be taken, due to advantages of avoiding problems rather than correcting
them. Thus, testing should be the primary means of checking whether the prevention has
been effective, and for identifying faults in those cases where, it has not been effective. It’s
worth noting, however, that even after successful completion of an extensive testing campaign,
the software could still contain faults.

3.7.1 Test Stages

Three big testing stages can be conceptually distinguished: Unit, Integration, and System.
Unit testing, covers the functional verification of separately testable software pieces in iso-
lation. These software pieces can be individual classes, subprograms or a larger component
made of tightly related units. Integration testing is the process of verifying the interaction be-
tween software components. Currently, systematic integration strategies are somewhat driven
by the system architecture. This implies integrating the software components or subsystems
based on identified functional dependencies. Integration testing is a continuous activity, that
at each stage requires software engineers to abstract away lower-level perspectives and con-
centrate on the details, and intricacies of the level they are integrating. And the last stage
is system testing. At this stage, the concern is the behavior of a whole system. The ma-
jority of functional failures should already have been identified during unit and integration
testing. System testing is usually considered appropriate for comparing the system to the
non-functional system requirements, such as security, speed, accuracy, and reliability. Exter-
nal interfaces to other applications, utilities, hardware devices, or the operating environment
are also evaluated at this level [84].

Unit Testing

The goal of performing unit tests is to test each software feature and specified behavior,
which includes the input and output domains, and the processing functions themselves [85].
To achieve better results, a great variety of techniques should be used, to for the intrinsic
shortcomings of a single approach. Furthermore, every unit should be tested as soon as it is
implemented, and if possible the tester should not be the developer of the unit to be tested.

Unit tests could be designed to perform tests to the program interface. These tests can
aim to find errors at the extremes, or other parts, of the input domain [85]. Testers may
also partition the input domain into equivalent sections and use a representative of each
section when running tests, so that each input partition is tested at least once, this is called
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equivalence partitioning. Another important feature to test, is the robustness of the system
against incorrectly formatted data, verifying this is performing syntax checking.

Besides the program interface, unit tests can be designed based on the function to be
computed. This is a result of equivalence partitioning in that the sets of inputs are associated
with a set of functions and output domains. By considering special-values based on the
features of functions, the testers are performing special value testing [85]. To achieve output
domain coverage, points of the input domain that cause the extremes of output domains to be
achieved should be selected. The goal is to check every output for maximum and minimum
conditions, and cause every category of error to occur.

By modeling the unit to be tested as a state machine, tests can be designed based on states
and transitions between states to test the functionality of programs that can be specified as
finite automata [85]. Naturally, if a program is hard be modeled by a state machine, this
technique is not as useful.

Decision tables map the relationship between inputs, and actions or outputs unto a table
[85]. Test cases designed according to these method are specified to consider every possible
combination of inputs and actions.

A framework to perform unit tests should be used. Unit test frameworks provide means
for performing automated verification of software behavior. The use of automated testing
frameworks as been one of the biggest advances in development methods in the last few
decades, and it is a developer-friendly practice which provides many benefits in productivity
and software quality [86].

Integration Testing

Integration testing goal is to verify the correct interaction between software components . Two
main approaches should be considered to perform integration testing: 1) decomposition-based
integration testing and 2) graph–based integration testing [87].

In decomposition-based integration testing this approach the structural relationship be-
tween system components is modeled. The goal is to test interfaces among separately tested
units. Three strategies can be followed when performing decomposition-based integration
testing. In a top-down integration, the starting point is the main program. The lower level
units called in main are stubs, pieces of throwaway code whose purpose is to simulate the
unit they substitute. After one program is tested, a lower level one is tested next. In bottom
up integration strategies, instead of stubs simulating lower level modules, the testers must
develop driver code that stimulates the program that is being tested. The lower level modules
are unit tested, while the following ones should substitute the driver stimulating the lower
level module. With this approach whenever a failure is observed, the most recently added
unit is suspected of being faulty which makes it easy to detect errors [87].
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In the call graph–based integration testing approach, a call graph is made to represent
calls to units, and those units are then tested according to pairwise integration strategy, or
a neighborhood integration strategy. Pairwise Integration involves testing every pair of units
in the call graph. The primary advantage of this method is that fault isolation is very high,
because a detected fault can only be in one of the two units. Another advantage is that it
diminishes need for developing stub/driver code by utilizing the real code in the unit pairs. In
the neighborhood integration strategy, neighbors of a unit (e.g. caller and callees) are tested
in a similar fashion to the pairwise integration. It further diminishes the need to develop
stub/driver code at the expense of diminishing fault isolation. In a large system, it may make
sense to test more than the immediate neighbors. However, in neighborhood integration fault
isolation can be low, which may make it hard to find the problematic unit [87].

System Testing

The goal of system testing is to test the behavior of the system as whole, which means
that functionality is tested from the perspective a user or entity that interacts with the sys-
tem. System testing is closely coupled with requirements specification, therefore, appropriate
system-level models should be used to benefit of model-based testing [87].

One approach to define system tests is to define Use Cases. Use Cases are a central part
of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Their main advantage is that they are easily
understood by both customers/users and developers. Use Cases capture system functionality
from the perspective of what the system needs to do, which is what customers and testers
both tend to naturally think of a system. A typical use case is a full, end-to-end, transaction,
which can be seen as “long use case.” However ”long use cases” are not very useful to define
tests. Due to multiple branches of execution a program may take, defining individual use
cases for every end-to-end transaction could be too cumbersome for practical use. A better
approach is to define ”short use cases.” A practical example on how to define ”short use cases”
can be found in [87].

If all code is tested, it is said that the test have 100% coverage of system. However,
that is not always possible, and it is important to try and understand how much of the
system is tested. To measure test coverage, various methods can be used. Coverage metrics
provide means to explicitly assess the extent to which a software item has been tested. One
method to determine test coverage is based on system behavioral models. Behavioral models
are, generally, approximations of a system’s real behavior, which is why system models are
decomposed into several levels of detail. If a true code-based model was to be created, its
size and complexity would make it too cumbersome to use. Decision tables and finite state
machines are good choices for testing atomic system functionality (i.e. an action that is
observable at the system level) [87]. Decision tables allow for the definition test cases that
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cover every condition, every action, or, most completely, every rule. For finite state machine
models, test cases can cover every state, every transition, or every path.

Model-based testing approaches are inherently flawed if the system does not correspond to
the devised model, which would result in a naturally incomplete test coverage. To counteract
this, various “random” supplements such as mutation testing and fuzzing have been suggested.
Other strategies can be used, for example operational profiles, and risk based testing. This
strategies’ start point is thread execution probability. Here thread does not refer to the
concurrent construct, but to a sequence of related actions a system performs. If the only
faults are in threads that are rarely executed, the overall reliability of the system is higher
than if the same number of faults were on often executed threads. By determining execution
frequencies of various threads, the most executed threads are selected for system testing.
Operational profiles maximize the probability of finding faults by revealing failures in the most
frequently traversed threads. Finite state machines are the preferred model for identifying
thread execution probabilities. The idea is that the transition probabilities can be expressed is
a “transition matrix” where the element in row i, column j is the probability of the transition
from state i to state j [87].

Risk-based testing is a refinement of operational profiles. In this case 100% test coverage
is not the goal, the goal is to test enough of the system most executed paths. The probability
of execution of each thread is calculated and a risk is attributed to a malfunction in each
thread. For example, four risk categories can be used: Catastrophic, Damaging, Hindering,
and Annoying. After the risk assessment threads can be selected strategically for system
testing [87].

So far, presented system testing coverage methods have been based on specification-based,
or behavioral, requirements. An important aspect of system is how well a system performs
its functional requirements. To test this, is to test nonfunctional aspects of the system. Two
strategies are presented here: stress test, and Monte Carlo testing. Stress testing is the
most common form of nonfunctional testing. Stress testing closely related to the nature of
the system being tested, as such, stress testing techniques are also application dependent.
One form of stress testing is compression. Compression reduces system functionality to more
manageable sizes. For example, to test a system to handle high volumes of traffic, a prototype
may have 50 receivers, the load testing could need to generate 500 call attempts. This pattern
of compressing some form of traffic and associated devices to handle the offered traffic occurs
in many application domains, hence the general term, traffic engineering. The basic idea
of Monte Carlo testing is to randomly generate a large number of threads and then see if
anything unexpected happens. The major drawback to Monte Carlo testing is that the large
number of random transactions requires a similarly large number of expected outputs in order
to determine whether a random test case passes or fails [87].
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3.7.2 Testing Objectives

Testing is conducted to achieve a determined objective, which can be stated less than precisely
or may even be implicit. Stating the objective in precise, quantitative terms allows control to
be established over the test process.

The two main objectives for testing, in the context of this work are, guaranteeing cor-
rectness by observing that the behavior of the tested software conforms to its specifications,
and evaluating its reliability. Succinctly the testing objectives are to evaluate system and
reliability.

Testing is related to two types of activities, verification and validation. The IEEE Standard
Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [88] defines verification as ”The process of
evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given development
phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase.” and validation as ”The
process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end of the development process
to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements.” These definitions can informally be
expressed via the following questions [89]: a) verification, ”Am I building the product right?”
b) validation, ”Am I building the right product?”

For the context of this work, testing activities only address verification concerns. This
means that testing is performed with the goal of evaluating that the requirements, or more
specifically, the security requirements and specifications, are met.

3.7.3 Testing Analysis

Software testers should analyze the security testing results. This analysis provides a baseline,
for the state of the security of the system, and determines which points in the system are
most likely to be penetrated . Analysis of the following proves helpful in determining whether
security is adequate for an information system [85]: i) whether adequate controls exist at
the points of highest probability of penetration; ii) whether controls exist at the points of
most probable penetration; iii) adequacy of the controls to protect against penetration at
the points of most; iv) probable penetration; v) strengths and weaknesses identified in the
baseline assessment; vi) risks for which there are no controls; and vii) penetration points for
which there are no controls [85].

The main issue with security testing is that unknown security issues are not tested. The
fact that a security test is clear of issues does not mean that the software or application is
good.
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4

T H R E AT A N A LY Z E S A N D R E Q U I R E M E N T S

This chapter addresses the threat and risk analysis and system security requirements. This
chapter and chapter 5 combined, should contain enough detail to kickstart a PP and ST
documents. The chapter starts with threat and risk analysis, which will be used to derive
security objective and security requirements.

4.1 threat analysis

As previously mentioned, THROP was the chosen method for the assessment of potential
threats. The method comprises the following main activities: i) Develop a high-level model
of the system to be analyzed; ii) Identify security threats; and iii) Assess risks [78]. This
section follows each of the activities starting the analysis by identifying the assets that are to
be protected, and the agents with which the system interacts, and which are relevant security.

4.1.1 Assets and Agents

In this section, system roles and assets are identified. Assets fall under two categories, primary
assets, and secondary assets. Primary assets provide direct value to the user, while secondary
assets support the system in guaranteeing the primary assets are protected. Table 2 presents
the system roles and Table 3 presents the assets to be protected. The clear identification of
assets and roles is a prerequisite to perform a sound threat analysis.

Table 2.: HMI Manager Security Roles
Role Definition

Privileged Necessary for performing certain system actions (e.g. network access)
Auditor Can retrieve logged security events
User Uses the system
Attacker A human or process acting on his behalf being located outside the TOE. For example, a driver

could be an attacker if he misuses the HMI Manager.
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Table 3.: HMI Manager Assets and Security Properties to be assured
Asset Definition General Security Property

User Data Primary asset: User inputs, and user stored data Integrity, Confidentiality
Event Data Primary asset: An event can be defined as ”a sig-

nificant change in state” that is communicated
Integrity, Confidentiality,
Non-Repudiation

Signature creation
data

Secondary asset: private key used to perform an
electronic signature operation

Confidentiality, Integrity

Signature verifica-
tion data

Secondary asset: public keys certified by Certifi-
cation Authorities, used to verify electronic signa-
tures

Integrity, Authenticity

Secret Messages
Keys

Secondary asset: session keys are used to protect
the HMI Manager communication by means of se-
cure messaging

Confidentiality, Integrity

Verification Authen-
tication

Secondary asset: authentication data provided as
input for authentication attempt as authorized
user

Confidentiality

Reference Authenti-
cation Data

Secondary asset: data persistently stored by the
TOE for verification of the authentication attempt
as authorized user

Confidentiality, Integrity

Data to be signed Secondary asset: the complete electronic data to
be signed (including both user message and signa-
ture attributes)

Integrity, Authenticity

Application Level
Data

Secondary asset: The application data model that
allows the system to correctly manage components

Integrity, Authenticity

4.1.2 High Level Functional System Model

The HMI Manager manages specific user interface behaviors, triggered by the events ex-
changed between the various input and output components. It also manages the communi-
cation between modules and the application with which the user interacts. Furthermore, the
HMI Manager ensures the consistency between multiple inputs and outputs, and the provision
of a general perception of the application’s current status which can be used to alter some as-
pects of the system. Another function performed by the HMI Manager is the synchronization
of data between external modules, namely the input and output modality components.

The HMI Manager is composed of five components: (i) Application Logic, which is respon-
sible for the management of functionality regarding system applications (e.g. music player,
image viewer, user accounts), it requires the user input intentions, and informs the ”dialogue”
manager of the information required to present in the user interface; (ii) Dialogue Manager,
which is responsible for coordinating the activity of all components and control the communi-
cation flow between inside components or external applications; (iii) Input Modalities Fusion,
which is responsible for the identification of multimodal and unimodal interactions and fus-
ing multiple interactions to clearly interpret user interactions intents, and besides receiving
information from input modalities the fusion component also controls them, for example by
stopping or starting execution of some aspects of the modalities; (iv) Input Modalities Fission
The ”fission” component uses the What-Which-How-Then conceptual model [90], it receives
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from the ”dialogue” component what information must be conveyed to the user, and it decides
upon the best way to convey said information according to the model, similarly to the ”fu-
sion” component, the ”fission” component has control over ”output modalities” components;
(v) Output Modalities Fission, which determines the presentation modality according to an
output adaptation process considering current context; (vi) Message Broker, which mediates
and translates user, context requests and responses. Figure 5 illustrates the relation between
the five components and the surrounding environment.

Figure 5.: System Model Diagram

Modality components, named MC in the figure are colored red, represent the output and
input modality components with which the system interacts. The other components represent
input modality components, in green, output modality components, in blue, and the context
data provider. The input modality components provide user input interactions, such as voice
commands, and gestures. The output modality components provide information and interface
presentation mediums which can be visual, auditory or haptic. Because user information
is maintained in the Application Logic component, this component is also responsible for
authorizing access to information contained in the Data Source.
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4.1.3 Security Threats

Identifying security threats consists of understanding possible attack motivations and required
capabilities, which allows for both, the creation of an attacker profile, and for threat modeling
and risk assessment which facilitates prioritization of countermeasures to security problems
according to the security risks.

The motivations described in the EVITA project are considered adequate to perform this
system threat analysis. Motivations in EVITA are categorized as: (i) Harming an individ-
ual; (ii) Harming groups; (iii) Gaining personal advantage; and (iv) Gaining organizational
advantage [2]. Specifically, motivations considered in this work are: (i) doing psychological
or physical harm to the driver; (ii) gain reputation as a hacker; (iii) financial gain;

The threat modeling and risk assessment addresses three general scenarios. The first is
hindering HMI functionality where an attacker effectively makes the system unusable or may
manipulate it in a way that provides wrong information about the car and the environment.
The second is impersonation. Impersonation is the act of pretending to be another person
and could result in the user losing trust in the system. The third scenario is the disclosure of
private data. In this scenario an attacker aims to obtain or read private user data.

Risk assessment is performed according to the methodology used in EVITA and is based on
the created attack models. Attack modeling, on the form of attack trees, and risk assessment
can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 requirements

In this section security requirements are derived from the threat and risk analysis. The
security requirements are intended to counter the identified threats in the assumed operating
environment and are based on the CC Part 2 [91] security functional components. The choice
of security requirements, security objectives and security functional requirement is justified
through rationales regarding each of these elements.

4.2.1 TOE Description

An high-level description of the system was already provided in section 4.1.2, however that
description does not address security functionality. Figure 6 illustrates the TOE boundary
including security functionality. This functionality is described in section 5.1.

The ”Security Audit” system allows the auditor to retrieve audit logs from the HMI Man-
ager. The other colored blocks related to security classes from the common criteria, whose
purpose will be explained in next few sections. A protection profile for this system presents
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Figure 6.: TOE Model Diagram

minimal set of requirements for a multi-modality manager in a vehicle environment. The aim
is that a multi-modality manager will ”behave” and is trusted to function correctly.

The security features, according Word Wide Web Consortium (W3C)’s privacy and security
recommendations for an interaction manager and the event transportation mechanism [92],
which the HMI Manager instantiates through the ”Input Modality Fusion”, ”Output Modality
Fission” and ”Dialogue Manager”, are described next.
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Authentication mechanisms should be able to ensure that the identity of components, both
modality components and context, in an interaction are known. The system should also use
message integrity mechanisms, to ensure that the contents of events have not been altered in
transit. An interaction manager should provide a method to ensure only authorized compo-
nents can connect to it, thus mitigating the possibility of trading messages with a modality
component in control of an attacker, as such, another security objective is authorization. The
event delivery mechanism should provide privacy, using methods to keep the message contents
secure from any unauthorized access while in transit. The last objective mentioned in [92]
is non-repudiation. This means that the event delivery mechanism, in conjunction with the
components, should provide a method to ensure that if a message is sent from one component
to another, the originating components cannot repudiate the message that it sent and that
the receiving constituent cannot repudiate that the message was received.

Next the transportation mechanisms security features are described. One is that events
must be delivered reliably. In particular, the event delivery mechanism must report an error
if an event can not be delivered, for example if the destination endpoint is unavailable. The
other is that events must be delivered to the destination in the order in which the source
generated them. There is no guarantee on the delivery order of events generated by different
sources.

Other security functionality should be provided to mitigate the threats identified in Section
4.1. A secure boot method should be used to assure a known secure state when the system
starts, thus preventing malware from running in the system after boot. The integrity critical
files should also be checked at boot time to prevent malfunction from these files corruption or
malicious manipulation. Secure communication mechanisms ensuring confidentiality, message
integrity and authentication should also be used to avoid the communication of adulterated
information, or trading information with a malicious component. Furthermore, following best
practices, security relevant events should be analyzed and recorded, allowing for the detection
of security violations, including system intrusions.

The security features mentioned above are provided by the following security functionality
classes in the CC. Security Audit (FAU), which includes a chronological logging of events that
occur in a system to act as a deterrent against security violations. Communication (FCO)
involves the transport of information and enforces non-repudiation of origin and receipt. Iden-
tification and Authentication (FIA) supports the administration and enforcement of the HMI
Manager access control policies to unambiguously identify the person and/or entity perform-
ing functions in a HMI Manager. Information Flow Control addresses the control of outflow
and inflow of unauthorized information from inside to outside or from outside to inside. User
Data Protection (FDP) relates to the protection of user data. Protection of the TOE Security
Functions (FPT) supports functions that manage and protect the integrity of confidential TSF
data from disclosure and modification through the use of encryption, reliable time stamps,
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backup and recovery procedures, self-tests and audit logs. Trusted Path/Channels (FTP)
addresses the protection from modification and disclosure of transmitted data by means of a
secure communications path between the HMI Manager and remote users.

The HMI Manager is intended to operate from within vehicles, and require a connection to
a context provider and several modality components. This system was designed for environ-
ments where risks and consequences of data disclosure and loss of data integrity are moderate
to low, as per the risk assessment. This system further requires that the environment provides
integrity controls to ensure data is not modified.

The HMI Manager provides some protection against malicious authorized users by estab-
lishing three distinct roles. One role will be responsible for the configuration of the system,
and its updates. Another role is responsible for maintaining the audit logs. The third role
has low privileges and is the role which the users take when using the system.

4.2.2 Security Problem Definition

This section defines the security problem to be addressed by the TOE and the operational
environment of the TOE, by following the items presented in CC part 3, ”ASE SPD.1 Security
Problem Definition” [15]. The problem definition includes describing the threats in terms of
a threat agent, an asset and an adverse action, and the description of assumptions about the
operational environment of the TOE.

The system usage assumptions are presented in Table 4.

Table 4.: Security Assumptions
A.Auditors Review Audit
Logs

Audit logs are required for security-relevant events and must be re-
viewed by the Auditors.

A.Malicious Code Not
Signed

Malicious code destined for the TOE is not signed by a trusted entity.

A.Operating System The operating system has been selected to provide the functions re-
quired by this system to counter the perceived threats identified in
this PP.

The threats are organized in four categories: authorized users, in Table 5; system, in Table
6; cryptography, in Table 7; and external attacks, in Table 8. Regarding organizational
policies Table 9, the only considered security policy is auditing.

Table 5.: Authorized Users Threats
T.Users and Auditors com-
mit errors or hostile actions

A User or Auditor commit errors that change the intended security
policy of the system or application or maliciously modify the system’s
configuration to allow security violations to occur.

T.User abuses authorization
to collect and/or send data

User abuses granted authorizations to improperly collect and/or send
sensitive or security-critical data.
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Table 6.: System Threats
T.Flawed code A system or applications developer delivers code that does not perform

according to specifications or contains security flaws. Threat agent in
this case is the TOE developer. Adverse action can be compromise of
the security of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that
rely on the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Malicious code exploita-
tion

An authorized user, IT system, or hacker downloads and executes mali-
cious code, which causes abnormal processes that violate the integrity,
availability, or confidentiality of the system assets. Threat agent could
be an authorized user, TOE itself, or an unauthorized user. Adverse
action can be compromise of the security of the HMI Manager and/or
relying party systems that rely on the correct function of the HMI
Manager.

T.Message content modifica-
tion

A hacker modifies information that is intercepted from a communica-
tions link between two unsuspecting entities before passing it on to
the intended recipient. Threat agent is an unauthorized user. Adverse
action can be compromise of the security of the HMI Manager and/or
relying party systems that rely on the correct function of the HMI
Manager.

Table 7.: Cryptography Threats
T.Disclosure of private and
secret keys

A private or secret key is improperly disclosed. Threat agent is the
authorized user or erroneous protocol. Adverse action can be compro-
mise of the security of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems
that rely on the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Modification of private
and/or secret keys

A secret/private key is modified. Threat agent is the authorized user or
erroneous protocol. Adverse action can be compromise of the security
of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that rely on the
correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Sender denies sending in-
formation

The sender of a message denies sending the message to avoid account-
ability for sending the message and for subsequent action or inaction.
Threat agent is a modality component, which relies on the HMI Man-
ager to function correctly. Adverse action can be reduced trust in HMI
Manager.
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Table 8.: External Attacks
T.Impersonation An attacker takes action posing as a legitimate user. Adverse action

can be compromise of the security of the HMI Manager and/or relying
party systems that rely on the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Social engineering A hacker uses social engineering techniques to gain information about
system entry, system use, system design, or system operation. Threat
agent is the unauthorized user. Adverse action can be compromise of
the security of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that
rely on the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.HMI DoS Due to a set of events, intentionally or otherwise, the HMI Manager
cannot provide the expected functionality. This can be due to an attack
or an error in implementation. The threat agent is an attacker or the
system itself. Adverse action can be compromise of the security of the
HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that rely on the correct
function of the HMI Manager.

T.Information manipulation An attacker manages to manipulate information such that the user is
misinformed or not informed at all.

T.Manipulate user input An attacker manages to manipulate the user input such that the it can
perform actions on behalf of a user. User input could be manipulated
by modified messages on the message bus or by performing replay
attacks.

T.Obtain user credentials An attacker obtains the user credentials that allows it to log into the
system as a legitimate user. Adverse action can be compromise of the
security of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that rely
on the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Bypass access control An attacker is able to bypass access control mechanisms to access unau-
thorized information. Adverse action can be compromise of the secu-
rity of the HMI Manager and/or relying party systems that rely on
the correct function of the HMI Manager.

T.Read information from
the communication bus

Having access to the communications bus an attacker is able to read
information from it directly (e.g. passwords, personal messages). Ad-
verse action can be compromise of the security of the HMI Manager
and/or relying party systems that rely on the correct function of the
HMI Manager.

Table 9.: Organization Security Policy
P.Audit To record and maintain security-related events in order to enable trac-

ing of responsibilities for security-related acts and to provide means to
review the recorded data.
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4.2.3 Security Objectives

Security Objectives for the TOE are presented in Table 10. Security objectives are concrete
goals that the system must demonstrate in its behavior.

This section, follows the items presented in CC part 3, ”11.4 Security objectives (ASE OBJ)”
[15]. Table 13 demonstrates how the objectives address te security threats. Security Objec-
tives for the IT Environment are presented in Table 11. Security Objectives for Both the
Environment and the TOE and the IT Environment are presented in Table 12.

Table 10.: External Attacks Security Objectives
O.Control unknown source
communication traffic

Control (e.g., reroute or discard) communication traffic from an un-
known source to prevent potential damage.

Table 11.: Environment Security Objectives
OE.Operating System The operating system used is validated to provide adequate security,

including domain separation and non-bypassability.
OE.Protect stored audit
records

Protect audit records against unauthorized access, modification, or
deletion to ensure accountability of user actions.

The following text provides a rationale on how the security objectives mitigate the identified
threats, policy and assumptions. For threats refer to Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8, for
organization security policy Table 9, and for Assumptions Table 4.

T.Users and Auditors commit errors or hostile actions is countered by: O.Audit
which guarantees that enough data is collected to detect the culprit; O.Limitations of
Access which helps guarantees that only trusted users have access to the systems; O.Restrict
actions before authentication which guarantees also helps guarantees that only trusted
users have access to the systems;

T.User abuses authorization to collect and/or send data is countered by: O.Audit
which guarantees that enough data is collected to detect the culprit; O.Limitations of
Access which helps guarantees that only trusted users have access to the systems; O.Restrict
actions before authentication which guarantees also helps guarantees that only trusted
users have access to the systems;

T.Flawed code addresses the incorrect programming of system functionality, which could
result in the system no providing the expected functionality, it is countered by O.Repair
identified security flaws which addresses the procedures taken to repair identified security
flaws.

T.Malicious code exploitation is countered by: O.Information Flow Control en-
sures that communication the information outflow and inflow is only allowed for authorized
information. If an exploit would allow for the export of non-authorized information, this effec-
tively prevents it; O.Detect Modifications of Firmware, Software and Backup Data
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Table 12.: TOE and IT Environment Security Objectives
O.Audit The TOE shall record and maintain security-related events in order

to enable tracing of responsibilities for security-related acts and shall
provide means to review the recorded data.

O.Identification and Au-
thentication

The TOE shall uniquely identify user and authenticate identity of user.

O.Information Flow Control The TOE shall control outflow and inflow of unauthorized information
from inside to outside or from outside to inside.

O.Data import/export Protect data assets when they are being transmitted to and from the
TOE.

O.Detect modifications of
firmware, software, and
backup data

Provide integrity protection to detect modifications to firmware, soft-
ware, and backup data.

O.Limitation of access Design administrative functions so that Auditors do not automatically
have access to user objects, except for necessary exceptions.

O.Preservation/trusted
recovery of secure state

Preserve the secure state of the system in the event of a secure com-
ponent failure and/or recover to a secure state.

O.Procedures for preventing
malicious code

Incorporate malicious code prevention procedures and mechanisms.

O.Procedures for preventing
information leaks

Incorporate information leakage prevention procedures and mecha-
nisms.

O.Time stamps Provide time stamps to ensure that the sequencing of events can be
verified.

O.Maintain user attributes Maintain a set of security attributes (which may include role member-
ship, access privileges, etc.) associated with individual users. This is
in addition to user identity.

O.React to detected attacks Implement automated notification (or other responses) to the TSF-
discovered attacks in an effort to identify attacks and to create an
attack deterrent.

O.Restrict actions before au-
thentication

Restrict the actions a user may perform before the TOE authenticates
the identity of the user

O.Secure Communications The TOE must be able to support secure communication protocols
and procedures

addresses the detection of modifications to the system, which might involve the modification
of executable software; O.Limitations of Access addresses the limitation of access to system
resources. If an attacker is able to take over control of a program, limitations of access to the
minimum resources required diminish the harm the attacker can cause. O.Procedures for
preventing malicious code ensures that measures to prevent malicious code from running
are taken, making it harder, ideally impossible, for an attacker to introduce malicious code,
it is countered by O.React to detected attacks ensures the detection and response taken
by the system when attacks occur. By detecting attacks and taking the adequate measures
the exploitation of certain parts of the system is much harder. OE.Protect stored audit
records ensures that the audit records are not modified by other than an authorized subject,
which prevents deletion of audit data that could help understand a security event and

T.Message content modification addresses the modification of messages in transit,
which can happen if an attacker can access the communication bus, it is countered by
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O.Secure Communications provides the means to keep messages confidential and to detect
message modifications, thus thwarting attempts to modify messages between systems.

T.Disclosure of private and secret keys addresses the exposure of private keys, which
are used to prove authenticity of messages and data, and secret keys which are used to provide
a confidential communication channel, it is countered by O.Limitations of Access ensures
that private keys cannot be disclosed if an agent does not have sufficient permissions and
O.Procedures for preventing malicious code ensures that malicious code cannot be
inserted into the system and possibly read session keys from program memory.

T.Modification of private/secret keys addresses the possibility of an attacker modify
authentication information and tricking the system into believing attacker interactions are
from valid systems, it is countered by O.Detect Modifications of Firmware, Software
and Backup Data addresses the detection of modifications to the system, which includes the
modification of system critical files such as private/secret keys and O.Limitations of Access
ensures that only authorized subjects can modified authentication information, preventing an
attacker from modifying it.

T.Sender denies sending information addresses the scenario where a sender denies
sending a message, it is countered by O.Secure Communications addresses non-repudiation
of origin and non-repudiation of receipt mechanisms, to ensure that neither sender nor receiver
can deny sending nor receiving messages.

T.Impersonation addresses the scenario in that an attacker can take actions posing as a
legitimate user, it is countered by O. Identification and Authentication provides mecha-
nisms to accurately and uniquely identify and authenticate system users, preventing attackers
from impersonating the user.

T.HMI DoS addresses the case where an attacker can prevent the system from allocat-
ing enough resources to programs, which results in the system not providing the expected
functionality, it is countered by: O.Information Flow Control ensures that messages from
unauthenticated subjects are not interpreted, thus preventing that significant resources are
taken by processing the messages that will be discarded and O.Control unknown source
communication traffic addresses the possibility of an entity unknown to the system try-
ing to starve system resources by sending too much messages. O.Data Import/Export
addresses that assets are protected even if other functionality is impeded.

T.Information manipulation addresses the manipulation of information that is pre-
sented to the user. Intersecting, or withholding certain types of information could be danger-
ous in certain circumstances, it is countered by: O.Time stamps helps assure that informa-
tion is ”fresh”; O.Secure Communications ensures that communication is secure and that
attempts to modify messages are detected and not taken into account; O.Control unknown
source communication traffic addresses the possibility of an entity unknown to the system
trying to manipulate presented information.
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T.Manipulate user input addresses the manipulation of user input. Intersecting, modify-
ing or generating user input could lead to system not functioning as expected from the point
of view of the user, and lead to impersonation, it is countered by O.Information Flow
Control which addresses that only authenticated systems can communicate with the system;
O.Secure Communications ensures that communication is secure and that attempts to
modify messages are detected and not taken into account and O.Control unknown source
communication traffic addresses the possibility of an entity unknown to the system trying
to manipulate user input.

T.Obtain user credentials addresses the possibility of an attacker managing to obtain
the user credentials, it is countered by O.Identification and Authentication which en-
sures that only privileged users may have access to system critical resources O.Limitation
of access ensures that only privileged subjects can access password related files O.React to
Detected attacks by detecting attack signatures, stealing user credentials may be stopped
and O.Secure Communications ensures that communication is secure and that it is infea-
sible to decode messages.

T.Bypass access control addresses a situation where an attacker can successfully bypass
access control mechanisms to access sensitive data, it is countered by O.Secure Communi-
cations ensures that communication is secure and that attempts to modify messages, that if
altered could allow the bypassing of access control mechanisms and O.React to detected
attacks ensures that identified attacks are met with an adequate response. In this case the
offending subject should be disabled, or neutered, from the system.

T.Read information from the communication bus addresses the case where an at-
tacker simply reads information from the communications bus. This information could po-
tentially be sensitive information, that the user may not want exposed, it is countered by
O.Secure Communications ensures that communications remain confidential between two
communication systems.

A.Auditors Review Audit Logs establishes the need for auditors to review audit logs
regularly, it is accomplished by O.Audit ensures that there exists mechanisms that allow for
auditors to review the audit trail regularly.

A.Malicious Code Not Signed addresses the situation where the supply chain is ex-
ploited in order to sign malicious code. Signed code is validated by the secure mechanism,
and if malicious code is signed, the mechanism does not provide the intended functionality, it
is accomplished by O.Procedures for preventing malicious code addresses procedures
taken to prevent malicious code from running, from the software signature in the supply chain.

A.Operating System establishes the need for the operating system to provide required
security functionality, it is accomplished by OE.Operating System addresses the selection
of an operating system that meets all requirements regarding the correct and secure operation
of critical mechanisms.
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P.Audit addresses the need of the organization to enable the tracking of responsibilities for
security related acts, it is accomplished by O.Audit ensures that the necessary and relevant
information is recorded in an audit trail and OE.Protect stored audit records assures
that the stored audit records can be trusted and have not been altered.
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Table 13.: Mapping between SFRs and Security Objectives
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T.Users and
Auditors commit
errors or
hostile actions

x x x

T.User abuses
authorization
to collect
and/or send data

x x x

T.Flawed
code x

T.Malicious
code
exploitation

x x x x x

T.Message
content
modification

x

T.Disclosure of
private and
secret keys

x x

T.Modification
of private/secret
keys

x x

T.Sender denies
sending
information

x

T.Impersonation x
T.HMI DoS x x x
T.Information
manipulation x x x

T.Manipulate
user input x x x

T.Obtain user
credentials x x x x

T.Bypass
access
control

x x

T.Read
information
from the
communication
bus

x

A.Auditors
Review Audit
Logs

x

A.Malicious
Code Not
Signed

x

A.Operating
System x

P.Audit x x
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4.2.4 Security Functional Requirements

The following tables identify the security functional requirements to be implemented, by
the TOE, both the TOE and the IT Environment and by the IT Environment alone. A
more detailed description of these requirements can be found in appendix F, and a complete
description, in a template format, can be found in the CC Part 2 [91]. Table 14 presents the
security functional requirements for both the TOE and the IT Environment. Table 15 shows
the security functional requirements for the IT Environment. Table 16 shows the security
functional requirements for the TOE.

Table 14.: TOE and IT Environment Security Functional Requirements
Security

Functional Class Security Functional Component

Security audit

FAU ARP.1 Security alarms
FAU GEN.1 Audit data generation
FAU GEN.1 User identity association
FAU SAA.1 Potential violation analysis
FAU SAR.1 Audit review
FAU SEL.1 Selective audit
FAU STG.1 Protected audit trail storage
FAU STG.4 Prevention of audit loss

Communication FCO NRO.2 Enforced proof of origin
FCO NRR.2 Enforced proof of receipt

Cryptographic support FCS COP.1 Cryptographic operation

Identification
and Authentication

FIA AFL.1 Authentication failure handling
FIA ATD.1 User attribute definition
FIA UAU.2 User authentication before any action
FIA UAU.7 Protected authentication feedback
FIA UID.2 Timing of identification
FIA USB.1 User-subject binding

Security
Management

FMT MTD.1 Management of TSF data
FMT MSA.1 Management of security attributes
FMT MSA.3 Static attribute initialization
FMT SMF.1 Specification of Management Functions

Protection of the TSF FPT ITI.1 Inter-TSF detection of modification
FPT STM.1 Reliable time stamps

TOE access FTA TSE.1 TOE session establishment

The following text provides a rationale on how security functional requirements address
specific security objectives.

O.Audit is provided by FAU ARP.1 Security alarms which covers the generation of alarms
on a security violation detection, FAU GEN.1 Audit data generation which covers the gener-
ation of audit trail logs, FAU GEN.2 Audit data generation which covers that the logs are
associated with the current user, FAU SAR.1 Audit review which covers the mechanisms that
allow for an auditor to review the audit trail, FAU SEL.1 Selective audit which covers the
mechanisms that allow the audit trail to be searched according to certain criteria, FAU STG.1
Protected audit trail storage prevents that unauthorized modifications are made to the audit
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Table 15.: IT Environment Security Functional Requirements
Security

Functional Class Security Functional Component

User data protection FDP SDI.2 Stored data integrity monitoring and action
Trusted path/channels FTP ITC.1 Inter-TSF trusted channel

Cryptographic support

FCS CKM.1 Cryptographic key generation
FCS CKM.2 Cryptographic key distribution
FCS CKM.3 Cryptographic key access
FCS CKM.4 Cryptographic key destruction
FCS COP.1 Cryptographic operation

User Data Protection FDP IFC.1 Subset information flow control
FDP IFF.1 Simple security attributes

Security management FMT SMR.1 Security roles

Protection of the TSF FPT ITC.1 Inter-TSF confidentiality during transmission
FPT RCV.3 Automated recovery without undue loss

Table 16.: TOE Security Functional Requirements
Security

Functional Class Security Functional Component

User data protection FDP ACC.1 Subset access control
FDP ACF.1 Security attribute based access control
FDP IFF.1 Simple security attributes
FDP RIP.2 Full residual information protection

TOE access FTA SSL.4 User-initiated termination

trail, FAU STG.4 Prevention of audit data loss addresses the mechanisms that prevent audit
data to be lost, FIA USB.1 User-subject binding which covers the identification of subject re-
sponsible for security related actions, FMT MTD.1 Management of TSF data which specifies
which subjects may access TSF data, FMT SMF.1 Specification of Management Functions
which addresses what actions an auditor can perform on the audit trail and FTA ITC.1 Inter-
TSF confidentiality during transmission which ensures that when transferring audit data an
attacker can not see it.

O.Identification and Authentication is provide by FIA AFL.1 Authentication failure
handling which covers actions performed when too many successive attempts at authenticat-
ing are unsuccessful and FTA TSE.1 TOE session establishment which covers the attributes
required to deny the establishment of a session.

O.Information Flow Control is provide by FDP IFF.1 Simple security attributes which
covers information flow control and FDP IFC.1 Subset information flow control which covers
which information can be transmitted between modules

O.Data import/export is provide by FPT ITC.1 Inter-TSF confidentiality during trans-
mission which covers the confidentiality of transmited information and FPT ITI.1 Inter-TSF
detection of modification which covers the integrity of that same information and FTA ITC.1
Inter-TSF confidentiality during transmission which ensures that when transferring data an
attacker can not see it.
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O.Detect modifications of firmware, software, and backup data is provided by
FCS COP.1 Cryptographic operation assures, through cryptographic methods, that firmware,
software and backup data was not modified by an attacker, FCS CKM.1 Cryptographic
key generation specifies how the cryptographic keys used in validation are to be generated,
FCS CKM.2 Cryptographic key generation specifies how the cryptographic keys distributed
in order to be available for the systems, FCS CKM.3 Cryptographic key generation specifies
how the cryptographic keys are access for use, FCS CKM.4 Cryptographic key generation
specifies how the cryptographic keys are to be destroyed after no longer being necessary.

O.Limitation of access is provide by FDP ACC.1 Subset access control which covers
which subjects may perform determined operations on objects, FDP ACF.1 Security attribute
based access control which determines which attributes must be used when enforcing the
access control policy and FMT SMR.1 Security roles which identifies what roles are used in
the system. FMT MTD.1 Management of TSF data assures that only users of a determined
role may access the TSF data and FTA TSE.1 TOE session establishment assures that a
secure connection is established based on certain attributes.

O.Procedures for preventing information leaks is provide by FDP RIP.2 Full residual
information protection which covers the cleaning up of information from memory when it is
no longer in use or needed.

O.Procedures for preventing malicious code is provide by FCS COP.1 Cryptographic
operation which specifies the necessary cryptographic operations used in preventing malicious
code from running in the system and FIA UAU.7 Protected authentication feedback which
covers limitation of feedback provided by the system in case of unsuccessful authentication.

O.Protect stored audit records is provide by FAU STG.1 Protected audit trail storage
which covers the protection of audit trail from unauthorized modifications, FAU STG.4 Pre-
vention of audit data loss which covers the actions to take when audit storage is insufficient
to store new logs, FCS COP.1 Cryptographic operation which covers the necessary crypto-
graphic operations that guarantee that the audit records were not modified by an untrusted
third party and FCS CKM.1 Cryptographic key generation, FCS CKM.2 Cryptographic key
distribution, FCS CKM.3 Cryptographic key access, FCS CKM.4 Cryptographic key destruc-
tion which cover the various phases of cryptographic keys life-cycle.

O.Time stamps is provide by FPT STM.1 Reliable time stamps covers the provision of
reliable time, from a trusted time source.

O.Maintain user attributes is provide by FIA ATD.1 User attribute definition which
covers which attributes are to be maintained by the system for users.

O.React to detected attacks is provide by FAU SAA.1 Potential violation analysis
covers the detection of possible security violation scenarios and FAU SAR.1 Audit review
which covers the review mechanism of the audit trail that enables attacks to be discovered
based on security relevant events.
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O.Restrict actions before authentication is provide by FIA UAU.2 User authentica-
tion before any action FIA UID.2 Timing of identification which covers what functions are
available to the user before authenticating and

O.Secure Communications is provide by FCO NRO.2 Enforced proof of origin which
covers the non-repudiation of origin mechanism, FCO NRR.2 Enforced proof of receipt which
covers the non-repudiation of receipt mechanism, FCS COP.1 which covers the necessary cryp-
tographic operations that guarantee confidential and authentic communication and FCS CKM.1
Cryptographic key generation, FCS CKM.2 Cryptographic key distribution, FCS CKM.3
Cryptographic key access, FCS CKM.4 Cryptographic key destruction which cover the vari-
ous phases of the cryptographic keys life-cycle. FPT ITC.1 Inter-TSF confidentiality during
transmission which covers the confidentiality mechanism and FPT ITI.1 Inter-TSF detection
of modification which covers the integrity mechanism.

O.Repair identified security flaws is addressed by the security assurance requirement
ALC FLR.3 Systematic Flaw Remediation, which addresses procedures to handle identified
security flaws.

Some SFRs are dependent upon other SFRs, as described in CC part 2 [91], both in the
SFR description and in dependency tables in appendix A.2. In this case, some requirements
were introduced to meet the dependencies of other requirements. In particular FMT MSA.3
Static attribute initialization satisfies FPT ITC.1 Inter-TSF confidentiality during transmis-
sion dependencies, and FMT MSA.1 Management of security attributes satisfies FDP ACC.1
Subset access control.

The component FTA SSL.4 User-initiated termination was added although it is not related
to an objective, because it is deemed necessary that a user should have control over session
termination.

Table 17 demonstrates which security functional requirements address each security objec-
tive.

4.2.5 Security Assurance Requirements

The current assurance package chosen is based on the pre-defined assurance package EAL4.
The only addition is the ALC FLR.3 Systematic flaw remediation component, which satisfies
the security objective O.Repair identified security flaws. Table 18 contains all security
assurance requirements. This package permits a developer to gain maximum assurance from
positive security engineering based on good commercial development practices, which, though
rigorous, do not require substantial specialist knowledge, skills, and other resources. EAL4
is applicable in those circumstances where developers or users require a moderate to high
level of independently assured security in conventional commodity TOEs and are prepared
to incur additional security specific engineering costs. The EAL immediately above, EAL5,
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Table 17.: Mapping between SFRs and Security Objectives
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FAU ARP.1 x
FAU GEN.1 x
FAU GEN.2 x
FAU SAA.1 x
FAU SAR.1 x x
FAU SEL.1 x
FAU STG.1 x x
FAU STG.4 x x
FCO NRO.2 x
FCO NRR.2 x
FCS COP.1 x x x x
FCS CKM.1 x x x
FCS CKM.2 x x x
FCS CKM.3 x x x
FCS CKM.4 x x x
FDP ACC.1 x
FDP ACF.1 x
FDP IFF.1 x x
FDP IFC.1 x
FDP SDI.2
FDP RIP.2 x
FIA AFL.1 x
FIA ATD.1 x
FIA UAU.2 x
FIA UAU.7 x
FIA UID.1 x
FIA USB.1 x
FMT MTD.1 x x
FMT MSA.1
FMT MSA.3
FMT SMF.1 x
FMT SMR.1
FPT ITI.1 x x x
FPT ITC.1 x x x
FPT STM.1 x
FPT RCV.3 x
FTA SSL.4
FTA TSE.1 x x
FTA ITC.1 x x x

would, according to the CC, likely required the system to be built from the ground up with
the goal of achieving that level of assurance. The EAL bellow, EAL3, would not require the
implementation representation to be provided in full, which increases the probability of flaws
not being undetected.

Appendix G provides the assurance requirements enunciation from the developer and con-
tent presenter perspective. A complete description of these requirements can be found in the
CC specification part 3 [15].
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Table 18.: Security Assurance Requirements
Assurance Class Assurance components

ADV: Development

ADV ARC.1 Security architecture description
ADV FSP.4 Complete functional specification
ADV IMP.1 Implementation representation of the TSF
ADV TDS.3 Basic modular design

AGD: Guidance documents AGD OPE.1 Operational user guidance
AGD PRE.1 Preparative procedures

ALC: Life-cycle support

ALC CMC.4 Production support, acceptance procedures and automa-
tion
ALC CMS.4 Problem tracking CM coverage
ALC DEL.1 Delivery procedures
ALC FLR.3 Systematic flaw remediation
ALC DVS.1 Identification of security measures
ALC LCD.1 Developer defined life-cycle model

ASE: Security Target evaluation

ASE CCL.1 Conformance claims
ASE ECD.1 Extended components definition
ASE INT.1 ST introduction
ASE OBJ.2 Security objectives
ASE REQ.2 Derived security requirements
ASE SPD.1 Security problem definition
ASE TSS.1 TOE summary specification

ATE: Tests

ATE COV.2 Analysis of coverage
ATE DPT.1 Testing: basic design
ATE FUN.1 Functional testing
ATE IND.2 Independent testing - sample

AVA: Vulnerability assessment AVA VAN.3 Focused vulnerability analysis
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5

S Y S T E M D E S I G N

In this chapter the system architecture is described. The architecture follows the requirements
established in the previous chapter. Besides the system architecture, testing activities are also
taken into account, describing important aspects for subsystem and system testing.

5.1 toe security functional architecture

The HMI Manager is a standalone application which manages and coordinates several HMI
systems, the Modality Components. Besides the main user facing functionality, the system
implements security functionality: session management, access control, communication, secu-
rity audit, identification and authentication and trusted time. This security functionality is
organized into several functional modules, as depicted in Figure 7. The modules are Session
Manager, Access Control, Broker, Audit, Identification and Authentication and Time.

For the description of the security functionality interfaces each subsystem provides, includ-
ing each interface purpose, method of use, inputs, outputs, performed actions, possible error
messages, logged events and how the interface relates to the SFRs, see appendix B.

5.2 toe design

This section provides information to determine that the security functional requirements are
realized. Furthermore this information should be sufficient to determine the TSF boundary
and to describe how the TSF implements the Security Functional Requirements. The pro-
vided information is presented in two levels of decomposition: subsystem and module. At the
module level is the most specific description of the functionality, describing the implementa-
tion. A developer should be able to implement a module with no further important design
decisions.
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Figure 7.: Functional Architecture Model

5.2.1 TOE Subsystems

The aforementioned relying application software, Fusion, Fission, Dialogue Manager and Ap-
plication Logic were already described in section 4.1.2. Following are the description of the
TSF modules.

The Session Manager subsystem manages the user session. It provides an interface capable
of starting and closing the user session and it depends on the Authentication and Identification
subsystem to authenticate a user. After the user is authenticated a session is started. When
a user chooses to log out (e.g. when the user leaves the vehicle) the session is closed.

The Access Control subsystem provides an interface to evaluate if a given user can access
an object or subject. It mediates authorization check by abstracting operating system details
and providing a simple interface then the one provided by the operating system. The access
control rules are defined by the application but enforced by the HMI Manager.

The Broker subsystem provides secure communication and non-repudiation services be-
tween the connect systems. It is used to establish a secure channel between the HMI Manager
and Modality Components, and between the Context. The subsystem enforces client authenti-
cation, which means that for a connection to be established the certificate of the other system
must be signed by an entity, a Certificate Authority (CA), in which the HMI Manager trusts.
The broker is so called, because it implements the Message Broker design pattern. A message
broker acts a central hub for routing messages throughout the surrounding systems.

The Identification and Authentication subsystem authenticates a user if the given creden-
tials match. It contains functionality supporting Access Control, and Session Manager sub-
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systems. This system allows applications to determine the authentication mechanisms to be
used. The user identification and authentication is needed to make correct access control
decisions.

The Trusted Time subsystem provides access to time source that is UTC synchronized to
obtain the time and synchronization status information.

The Security Audit subsystem provides functionality that enables application to record an
audit trail. The audit trail is composed of logs performed by the several subsystems. The audit
trail is protected against unauthorized modification, meaning it provides integrity protection.
It depends on other subsystems for key management and cryptographic operations.

5.2.2 Subsystems’ Modules

In this section each subsystem modules are described according to their constituent modules.
Modules are one level of abstraction more detailed than that provided by at the subsystem
level.

Identification and Authentication Modules

Identification and Authentication is implemented using the Pluggable Authentication Modules
(PAM) framework. PAM is a mechanism for authenticating users, with the main advantage
that it supports various forms of authentication. Each time a new authentication scheme
is developed, it requires that all programs that might benifit from the new scheme must be
rewritten to support it directly. The PAM framework offers means to develop programs that
are authentication scheme independent. These PAM aware programs need ”authentication
modules” to be attached to them at run-time in order to work. Which authentication module
is to be attached is dependent upon the local system setup and can be easily configured [93].

For the Idenfication and Authentication subsystem, the /lib/security/pam pwdb.so
PAM module is used. To use this module to perform authentication in the context of the
HMI Manager system, a configuration is file is created; one line is sufficient for authentication
of a user with a username + password combo: auth required pam unix.so. This uses
the traditional mechanism for authenticating user. The listing 5.1 shows how this can be
accomplished.

auth required /lib/ security / pam_unix .so
auth required /lib/ security / pam_listfile .so item=group sense=deny file =/

etc/yo.deny onerr=fail

Listing 5.1: Example of PAM configuration for user authentication

The PAM configuration file is created in /etc/pam.d/, and it has the same name as the one
used for invoking pam start when the starting, ”starting application”’s PAM capabilities.
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The pam unix.so module is used to validate users against the /etc/passwd file in the classic
UNIX authentication process, and /etc/shadow in modernized UNIX operating systems. The
pam listfile.so module allows to deny session to specific users, groups, etc. In this case it
is used to disallow root and audit groups to log in through this ”starting process.” The file
/etc/yo.deny contains the list of groups not allowed to log in this manner, which guarantees
a logical separation between the logins of these groups and normal users.

Geisshirt provides an indepth the syntax, and how to use the PAM configuration files [94].

Session Manager Modules

The Session Manager modules interacts with the Identification and Authentication, to identify
and authenticate a user. This interaction is done through the PAM Application Programming
Interface (API). The authentication information (i.e the user name and password), are sent
by a modality component with which the user interacts with. The session manager executes
with root privileges so that it can login the authenticated user. After authenticating the user,
the Session Manager invokes login -f user name, with the user name corresponding to a
user name in the system. This will start a shell corresponding to the authenticated user.
After the shell initiates itself, the Application Logic program is started on behalf of the user,
which now only has access to resources allocated to the authenticated user.

The login program is attached to a Linux Containers (LXC) which has capabilities striped
to only those required by the Application Logic. This is accomplished by using lxc-attach
method, from the LXC API, which runs the specified command inside a LXC container.

Access Control Modules

Access control to the system resources (i.e. files) is controlled by the operating system itself
based on the configuration of uids and by the Apparmor which LXC uses by default. LXC
ships with a default Apparmor profile intended to protect the host from accidental misuses
of privilege inside the container.

The Fusion, Fission and Dialogue Manager HMI Manager subsystems don’t need special
resources besides Inter Process Communicatio (IPC) mechanisms, as such each is ran in its
own container as to not allow that they influence each others resources. Each container runs
under a different uid not belonging to the same group as other containers.

Audit Modules

To employ audit requirements, the system will use the syslog-ng utility. Syslog-ng is an open
source modern logging tool, which improves various features when compared to the classic
syslog utility. Syslog-ng features meet this systems requirements for logging. It features
disk-based message buffering, meaning that an application can store messages on the local
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hard disk if the central log server or the network connection becomes unavailable, and then
automatically send the stored messages to the server when the connection is reestablished.
Naturally the disk buffer is persistent, resulting in no message lost syslog-ng is restarted.
IT allows for secure logging using Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to encrypt the
communication and to authenticate communication between log server and clients using X.509
certificates. Syslog-ng also allows filtering and classification of incoming log messages based
on their content and various parameters like the source, application, and priority.

Applications use the syslog API, to send messages to the syslog-ng daemon, and rules
incorporated into the syslog-ng configuration file classify and redirect messages to the corre-
sponding file and a log server. If applications are inside containers, the audit data is sent by
through the network layer, by using sockets, and the container host as the log server.

The classification is based on the identifier parameter which takes for the implemented
programs takes the form ”HMI MANAGER::process name”. To collect other programs’ logs,
such as PAM authentication modules, the rule is the program identifier.
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source s_src {
system ();
internal ();

};

filter f_hmiManager {
facility ( local7 )
program ( HMIManager ::.*)

};

destination localHMIManager {
file("/var/log/ hmiManager ");

};

destination remoteHMIManager {
network (

transport ("tcp")
ip - protocol (4) ip (10.3.2.1) port (601)
so - keepalive (yes) keep -alive(yes)
disk - buffer (

mem -buf - length (10000)
disk -buf -size (2000000)
reliable (yes)
dir("/var/ hmiManagerdisk - buffer ")

)
tls(

pkcs12 -file("/path/to/ server .p12")
ca -dir("/path/to/cadir")
peer - verify (yes)

)
);

};

log{ source (s_src); filter ( f_hmiManager ); destination ( localHMIManager );};
log{ source (s_src); filter ( f_hmiManager ); destination ( remoteHMIManager );};

Listing 5.2: Example of syslog-ng configuration

Logrotate allows for automatic rotation, compression, removal, and mailing of log files. It
can be used to automatically remove log files if they exceed a specific file size for example.
The required log file size should be calculated based on estimated rate of security events.

A possible configuration file for logrotate, with 14 rotations, rotating the log files every day,
with a maximum log file size of 100M and compressing the log files daily, is presented in 5.3.

include /etc/ logrotate .d
/var/log/ hmiManager .log /var/bar/log.txt {
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rotate 14
daily
size 100M
compress
delaycompress

}

Listing 5.3: Example of logrotate configuration

To notify the system of a possible violation of the TSF, a program that monitors updates
to the log file, reads each message and parses it using pattern matching. The program uses
the inotify API for monitoring filesystem events, in particular, modifications to the log file.
When parsing a security violation logged event it notifies the session manager subsystem to
deactivate the user. The communication is performed through sockets.

Time Modules

Time is maintained by two mechanisms, an hardware clock, when offline, and a trusted
Network Time Protocol (NTP) source. Two approaches are possible, using a more traditional
NTP daemon to connect to a NTP server and a systemd based a approach, in which systemd
uses timesyncd service to establish a NTP client. When the system is offline, it is only
natural that it may never be certain of what the current time actually is, however once it the
system is connect to the internet it can contact the NTP server to offset any time discrepancy
between the hardware clock and that from the NTP server. The retrieval of the current time
through the NTP source is registered in the system logs making it easy to determine the
absolute time, events happened in the system, by calculating the clock offset.

To configure the system to use the NTP, the chosen method is through the of use systemd’s
systemd-timesyncd The IT environment supports a hardware clock, which is corrected upon
connection to a NTP server. A list of NTP servers is available at [95], although vendors must
apply for a vendor zone on site. An alternative would be for vendors to set up their own
NTP servers. The Listing 5.4 shows an example of the of the systemd NTP configuration file
/etc/systemd/timesyncd.conf.

[Time]
NTP =0. europe .pool.ntp.org 1. europe .pool.ntp.org 2. europe .pool.ntp.org 3. europe

.pool.ntp.org

Listing 5.4: Example of NTP server configuration
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Broker Modules

The broker subsystem has three main responsibilities, receive messages from HMI Manager
Subsystems and from Modality Components, forward messages to HMI Manager Subsystems
and from Modality Components and authenticate modality components.

The Broker and the HMI Manager modules communicate via the sockets IPC mechanism.
However, communication between the broker and Modality Components requires mutual au-
thentication, meaning that both the Modality Components and the Broker authenticate one
another. To authenticate this systems, X.509 certificates are used, which are signed by a
CA that the Broker and the Modality Components trust. The protocol used to establish a
communication channel is TLS, in particular the implementation of this protocol using the
OpenSSL library. This protocol uses certificates to perform authentication, and generates a
secret shared key to keep communications private.

Keeping the contact with external entities mostly within a single subsystems, allows for a
reduced area of attack, and an easier management and tracking of information flow, however
it also makes this subsystem more critical to the overall security of the HMI Manager and
therefore more useful for an attacker if exploited successfully.

5.3 security architecture description

This section explains how the properties of domain separation, self-protection, non-bypass-
ibility and secure initialization are exhibited by the TSF.

5.3.1 Security Domains

Domain separation is a property exhibited by TSF when it maintains separate security do-
mains for each untrusted active entity that operates on its resources, and then keeps those
domains separated from other untrusted entities. For example, an operating system TOE
supplies a domain (address space, per-process environment variables) for each process associ-
ated with untrusted entities. In simpler terms, a security domain is defined as a ”collection of
resources to which an active entity has access privileges” [96]. If two entities share resources
they are part of the same security domain.

Domain separation is required in this system to prevent applications acting on behalf of
the user from tampering with the security functionality. As such, two security domains
are established in the TOE, a security domain for user side applications, which will be low
privilege and a security domain for security functionality.

It is important to identify the programs running on behalf of the user and the ones executing
security functions. The user side programs are: (i) Application Logic; (ii) Fusion; (iii) Fission;
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(iv) Dialogue Manager; and (v) Broker. Programs offering system security functions are:
(i) Session Management; (ii) Access Control; (iii) Identification and Authentication; (iv) Time;
(v) Communication; and (vi) Audit.

Because the TSF are employed to protect certain resources, by identifying the resources
that user side programs need to access it is possible to adequately define the security domains.
The resource that programs acting on the user’s behalf can access without restriction are the
following: Context and User Profile.

The chosen separation mechanism for user side programs is domain separation based on a
restricted software execution environment: the security functions are implemented as separate
programs from the programs acting on the user’s behalf with another execution environment
assigned, while the user side programs are run in a low privilege execution environment. The
chosen separation mechanism for security functions is domain separation based on the logical
address spaces of processes: this mechanism is relevant to cases where the security functions
are implemented as processes.

Containers, as mentioned before, are a lightweight virtualization technology. They can be
thought of as an enhanced ”chroot” as opposed to full hardware virtualization (e.g. vmware),
both because they do not emulate hardware and because containers share the same operating
system as the host. ”chroot” is an operation performed by a running process, that changes
the apparent root directory for himself and its children. This results in programs not being
able to access files and other programs outside that environmental directory tree [97].

LXC can be used in two distinct ways, privileged or unprivileged. Unprivileged containers
are more limited, for instance being unable to create device nodes. However they are less
dangerous to the host, because a root userid inside the container does not correspond to
the host root userid. This means that a root user inside the container does not have root
privileges on the host OS [98].

The LXC also provides a mechanism called namespaces to manage control to resources. A
namespace maps ids to resources, and by not providing a container any id with which to
reference a resource, the resource can be protected. This is the basis of some of the security
features afforded to container users [98]. Although LXC offer many functionalities some
limitations and cares that must be taken when using them, and some workarounds may be
need to be used to avoid major temporary problems with LXC [99].

5.3.2 TSF Self-protection

Self-protection is the ability of the TSF to protect itself from manipulation from external
entities that may result in changes to the TSF TSF. Without these self-protection properties,
an attacker can disable the TSF security services [15].
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It is not unusual for a TOE to use services or resources provided by other IT entities to
perform its functions. Because it depends on other IT entities to protect its services the
TSF does not protect itself entirely. Because of this, it is important to clarify the division of
roles between mechanisms enforced by the TSF and those provided by functions outside the
TOE. The security functions provide by the TOE are the following: (i) Session Management;
(ii) Access Control; (iii) Id+Auth; (iv) Time; (v) Communication; and (vi) Audit.

While the security functions provided by outside mechanisms are: (i) Access Control;
(ii) Domain separation by logical spaces; (iii) Domain separation by execution environment;
(iv) Secure communications (confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation of ori-
gin); (v) Storage Integrity Monitor; (vi) Logging System; (vii) User Authentication.

Domain separation is used for self-protection by separating security functions and user
side programs in different security domains. The particular mechanisms used are: processes,
which isolates programs in their own logical address space; and the use of separate execution
environment provided by the operating-system-level virtualization solution LXC. Inside the
security functions domain, programs are executed in different processes, while in the user
domain programs executed in a low privilege LXC container. The Session Manager program
waits for an authentication attempt and in case it is a valid user, it starts a user session by
launching the user programs inside a container mapped to the userid of the user.

In cases where domain separation is not used, the TSF interfaces exhibit self-protection by
applying the CERT C++ secure standard [80].

Adequate input handling is one of the most common weaknesses in systems. External
input will be provided through XML. The XML messages are predetermined and can be
compared to a template in order to determine if the message follows a correct structure. For
the majority of fields in the XML message the data is not user editable, and as such the
format can be restricted and be verified against a regex expression. The format for user
editable data requires more flexibility and special care must be taken, but because it is no
yet specified where this is required and to what ends, a strategy cannot be delineated yet.
However some helpful suggestions for validating free-form unicode text are: (i) normalization
to ensure canonical encoding is used across all the text and no invalid characters are present;
(ii) character category whitelisting to white list categories such as ”decimal digits” or ”letters”
which not only covers the Latin alphabet but also various other scripts used globally (e.g.
Arabic, Cyryllic, CJK ideographs etc); (iii) individual character whitelisting to allow letters
and ideographs in names and also want to allow apostrophe (’) for Irish names, but not whole
punctuation category [100].
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5.3.3 TSF Non-Bypassability

Non-bypassability is a property of the security functionality provided by the TSF (as specified
by the SFRs) that guarantees that the security functionality is always invoked and cannot
be circumvented when appropriate for that specific mechanism. As is the case with self-
protection, the TOE depends upon its environments to enforce non-bypassability of the TSF,
in particular by requiring domain separation mechanisms.

The security functions interfaces that are used by programs acting on behalf of the user
for accessing the protected assets are identified here. Access Control implements an interface
to check authorization of a given subject to a specific resource, check authorization. Identi-
fication and Authentication implements an interface to authenticate a subject, Authenticate.
Communication implements interfaces to send and receive messages containing data, or oth-
erwise, in a secure way, guaranteeing sender and receiver authentication. Audit implements
two interfaces. Select Audit Logs and Export Logs. Select Audit Logs allows an auditor
to retrieve logs according to certain criteria, and Export Audit Logs allows an auditor to
export logs according to certain criteria with the possibility of deleting the originals after the
fact. Trusted Time provides an interface to retrieve the time according to a trustworthy time
source.

Interfaces not intended by the developers and interfaces undisclosed to general users involve
the risk of being exploited for bypassing the security functions, it is thus important to assure
that these interfaces are not accessible or are disabled completely. Developers are required
to employ some measures for preventing the security functions from being bypassed through
other interfaces. The considered interfaces are: interfaces of the operating system, mainte-
nance interfaces, debugging interfaces for development, and the deciphering of cryptographic
keys.

Regarding OS interfaces, because the TOE uses operating system functions to enforce
security functionality, making user side programs unprivileged is sufficient to guarantee that
the assets are inaccessible from this interface, provided that an attacker is not able to obtain
elevated privileges. Deciphering of cryptographic keys, is countered by employing adequate
key management and distribution techniques. Maintenance interfaces are used but employing
authentication mechanisms and not relying on the secrecy of their existence. Debugging
interfaces for development will not be used in a final product. If debugging interfaces used for
the development remain in the product they pose a risk of being exploited for unauthorized
access.
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5.3.4 TSF Initialization

System initialization will make use of secure boot. Secure boot is designed in such way, as to
only allow the execution of trusted and authentic code. The selected board for deployment
is an i.MX6Q, which features, among several other security features, secure boot capabilities.
Detailed information on how to use secure boot can be found in the IMX6 secure boot appli-
cation note [101]. The mechanism is based on asymmetric encryption. After system image is
built, a certificate is attached to the image. Before booting the system image the certificate
public key is used to decrypt the certificate, then a comparison is performed to check if the
certificate and the image match. If a match occurs, the image is considered safe, otherwise
the image is considered unsafe and will not be permitted to be loaded. When deploying the
system, the public key hash is burned unto the eFuses of the I.MX6 chip. Once burned, the
value cannot be modified, meaning that only images signed with the pair private key will be
able to be executed. This guarantees that the system boots an authentic image, provided that
a modified image was not signed a trusted certification authority. After this the system waits
for a user to login into the system. At this point, the TOE assets are protected by the TSF.
If any error occurred during system initialization, system initialization is aborted. Figure 8
illustrates the start up process. First the system image is verified for authenticity by means of
verifying the system image digital signature, then the init system initializes all needed services
and lastly the security functionality is initialized. Some user side functionality is needed, in
particular the interpretation of user input provided by the fusion system. Because of this,
this functionality is mapped to a guest user, with low privilege. After performing a login the
user side programs are mapped to the authenticated user.

5.4 testing

The objective of designing and performing tests is countering the risk of missing an error in
the development of the TOE. Testing that focuses on internal interfaces can provide assurance
that the TSF exhibits the desired external security behavior and that this is assured from
correct implementation of the desired functionality.

By performing functional tests, the developers provide assurance that the documented tests
are performed and documented correctly. This contributes to provide the necessary confidence
that the likelihood of undiscovered flaws is relatively small.

Testing of the TSF is based upon increasing depth of information derived from additional
design representations and descriptions (TOE design, implementation representation, and
security architecture description).

Appendix E contains a template test plan, that can be used when producing the necessary
documentation for tests.
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Figure 8.: Secure Initialization Process

5.4.1 Penetration Testing

A team specialized in penetration testing (white hat, or ethical hacking), should analyze the
system from a ”grey-box” or ”white-box” perspective. This helps to ensure that a highly
skilled hacker with some or total knowledge of system design cannot exploit the system. By
having the system analyzed by team of specialists the system is subject to approximately the
same conditions as if it were attacked by a highly skilled and motivated attacker.
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6

C O N C L U S I O N

In this chapter, the author reflects on the present work. Furthermore, this chapter also
contains suggestions to improve and expand upon the work done in this dissertation.

6.1 conclusion

This work’s purpose was to specify a secure software system, responsible for the manage-
ment of several HMI system in an automotive environment, while addressing P689’s security
requirements for an HMI Manager designed following the W3C MMI architecture.

The threat analysis method named THROP was used, and the outputs of this analysis can
be consulted in Appendix A. Method was used based on the project EVITA and was considered
adequate given the automotive nature of system environment. The security objectives to
counter the identified threats were identified, and the security objectives accomplished through
the security functional requirements, are presented in the Appendix F, organizational policies,
and operating assumptions.

A description of the security functional architecture is provided identifying subsystems and
describing the interfaces they implement. The defined interfaces are described in Appendix
B. After that, the TOE Design was described in terms of subsystems and modules, regarding
their responsibilities and interactions with other modules, see Appendix C.

To support the development of the system, a sample configuration management plan is
provided in Appendix D. This plan should be tailored to better suit the needs of the system
development. A template plan for documenting system testing activities is also presented, see
Appendix E.

The resulting specification, marks a first step towards the certification of the system. This
work provides the security functional requirements, security functional architecture, and TOE
design specification which are critical for the development of a secure system. A secure
certification of such a system is deemed necessary due to a combination of factors. Until
recently vehicles did not communicate with the external environment, the car was relatively
isolated in nature. This required the execution of physical attacks to interfere with the system,
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which is hard to do on a large scale. However modern vehicles are evermore connected, and
provide a number of different interfaces to the outside environment. This can lead to attackers
exploiting vulnerabilities in communication protocols and gain access to one, or even all, of the
in-vehicle networks and put lives at risk. On the other hand, in the future it is expected that
vehicles will provide services that use users personal data to assist in some tasks, and provide
other services. Furthermore users care about their privacy and trust in who they deliver their
data to, to keep it safe. A violation of that trust could taint a car manufacturer’s reputation.

Several security certifications exist, but one of the most popular and widely used is the
Common Criteria. The CC provides a framework on which users, developers and evaluators
have well defined responsibilities and which allows for the comparison of system that aim to
satisfy a common goal. The users can then fairly compare between the various offerings which
they favor most.

To specify a secure architecture for the HMI Manager and to prepare for a possible certifi-
cation of a similar system, CC recommendations and ASRs to achieve an EAL4 were followed.
The EAL4 level of assurance represents permits a developer to gain maximum assurance
from positive security engineering based on good commercial development practices and is
applicable in circumstances where developers or users require a moderate to high level of
independently assured security in conventional commodity TOEs.

In addition to the CC recommendations, other aspects of the system specification were taken
into account, such as development best practices. These best practices address architectural
and design level patterns that have been proven to work well from a security standpoint.

6.2 prospect for future work

The CC requires that EAL4 certified systems provide a representation of the implementation
of the system. Because the system is not yet implemented according to the security require-
ments, such cannot be provided. Other required specifications that were not covered in this
work are the operational user guidance, preparative procedures for the secure delivery and in-
stallation of the product. The development security documentation only addresses high-level
development stages and not the physical, procedural, personnel and other security measures
that are necessary to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the TOE design and imple-
mentation in its development environment. Also tests should be specified and performed on
the system to assure that the requirements are met.

After all documentation is completed, the next step would be to submit all required docu-
ments to a licensed laboratory. However, it is common that submitted documents are reviewed
and are returned with corrections to make. Therefore even after all the documentation is com-
pleted and the system is implemented, correcting the system according to evaluators input,
will be necessary if a certification is to be pursued.
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In a more holistic perspective, the Modality Components and context provider should also
be targets of evaluation. Ultimately, systems are only as secure as its weakest link, as such,
the Modality Components and the context provider should also be evaluated to the same level
of assurance as the HMI Manager.
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A
T H R E AT M O D E L I N G A N D R I S K A S S E S S M E N T

a.1 hinder hmi functionality

One of the ways an attacker could attack the system, is by trying to prevent its use, effec-
tively make unusable, or manipulating it in a way to provide wrong information about the
car or the environment. To make the HMI unusable three methods are considered, provoke a
failure in recording information (e.g. configuration settings), destroy other important files for
the system, exploit some other system vulnerability that prevents the system from function-
ing correctly. To distract the driver, the communication could be interfered with to present
wrong information, omit important information, or even provide too much information, over-
whelming the driver. By manipulating presented information the user could miss some critical
information regarding the car ”health”, which in some circumstances could cause accidents.
The attack tree based on this attack goal is shown in Figure 9, and the risk analysis is shown
in Table 19.
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Figure 9.: Hinder HMI functionality attack model
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Table 19.: Hinder HMI Functionality Attack Risk Analysis

Attack
Objective

Severity
(S)

Attack
Method

Risk
Level
(R)

Combined
Attack

Probability
(A)

Attack
Probability

(P)

Asset
(attack)

3 in-car communications
(exploit)Stop/Impede

Functionality 3 3 1 head unit
(flashed malware)

1 head unit
(flashed malware)Stored data

damage 1 1 1 OS
(Root Access)

1 head unit
(flashed malware)

1 OS
(Root Access)

HMI DoS

Ss=0
Sp=0
Sf=0
So=3

Recording
failure 3 3

3 in-car communication
(Jaming)

3
in-car communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

1 HMI Manager
Vulnerability

Present too
much or
inadequate
information

2 3

1 head unit
(flashed malware)

3
in-car communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Distract
driver
during
driving

Ss=2
Sp=0
Sf=0
So=2

Stop/Impede
Functionality
(e.g Radio,
music player)

2 3

1 HMI Manager
(Exploit)

3
in-car communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Provide
wrong
information
or no
information
at all

Ss=2
Sp=0
Sf=0
So=2

Delay/Prevent
warning
messages
presentation

2 3

1 HMI Manager
(Exploit)
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a.2 impersonation

Impersonation is the act of pretending to be another person. Because the systems that
the HMI Manager interfaces with may be connected to the internet manipulating the user
input, or obtain the access credentials to the system could result in an attacker using this to
impersonate as a user. The attack tree based on this attack goal is shown in Figure 10, and
the risk analysis is shown in Table 20.

Figure 10.: Impersonation attack model
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Table 20.: Impersonation Attack Model Risk Analysis

Attack
Objective

Severity
(S)

Attack
Method

Risk
Level
(R)

Combined
Attack

Probability
(A)

Attack
Probability

(P)

Asset
(attack)

Replay Attack 1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

Modality
Component
Spoof

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

continuous
authentication
attempt

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Inject Malware 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Manipulate
User Input

Ss=0
Sp=3
Sf=0
So=0 HMI Manager

Spoof 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

continuous
authentication
attempt

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Inject Malware 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

2 OS
(Root Access)HMI Manager

Spoof 2 2 1 HMI Manager
Vulnerability

2 OS
(Root Access)Secret Messages

Keys(disclosure) 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

Obain user
credentials

Ss=0
Sp=0
Sf=0
So=3

Read credentials
from BUS 1 1 1

in-car
communicationss
(listen)
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a.3 disclose private data

The aim of the attacker can be the disclosure of private data, and this can be achieved in
several ways. One way is to bypass access control through the introduction of malware. If
the communication bus is left unprotected and an attacker has access to it, to attacker could
simply read information form the bus directly. Another way to disclose private data is by
manipulating user input, or even obtain user credentials. Both this objectives are explained
in impersonation attack tree, illustrated in Figure 10. The attack tree based on this attack
goal is shown in Figure 11, and the risk analysis is shown in Table 21

Figure 11.: Disclosure of private data attack model
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Table 21.: Disclosure of private data attack risk analysis

Attack
Objective

Severity
(S)

Attack
Method

Risk
Level
(R)

Combined
Attack

Probability
(A)

Attack
Probability

(P)

Asset
(Attack)

Replay Attack 1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

Modality
Component
Spoof

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

continuous
authentication
attempt

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Inject Malware 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Manipulate
User Input

Ss=0
Sp=3
Sf=0
So=0 HMI Manager

Spoof 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

continuous
authentication
attempt

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(intercept, alter,
inject, replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)

Inject Malware 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

2 OS
(Root Access)HMI Manager

Spoof 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

2 OS
(Root Access)Obtain Secret

Messages Keys 2 2 1 HMI Manager
(Vulnerability)

Obain user
credentials

Ss=0
Sp=3
Sf=0
So=0

Read
credentials
from BUS

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(listen, intercept,
alter, inject, replay)

Obtain private
information
from the
communication
BUS

Ss=0
Sp=3
Sf=0
So=0

Read
credentials
from BUS

1 1 1

in-car
communications
(listen, intercept,
alter, inject,
replay)

2 OS
(Root Access)Bypass Access

Control

Ss=0
Sp=3
Sf=0
So=0

Obtain Secret
Messages Keys 2 2 1 HMI Manager

(Vulnerability)
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B
T S F I N T E R FAC E S

b.1 communication interfaces

Table 22.: Send Message Interface
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Table 23.: Receive Message Interface
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b.2 identification and authentication interfaces

Table 24.: Authenticate Interface
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Table 25.: Handle Authentication Failure Interface
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b.3 access control interfaces

Table 26.: Check Authorization Interface
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b.4 time interfaces

Table 27.: Get Trusted Time Interface
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b.5 audit interfaces

Table 28.: Audit select logs Interface

Table 29.: Export Audit Data Interface
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Table 30.: Log Interface

Table 31.: Automated Log Analysis Interface
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Table 32.: Audit Selection Interface

Table 33.: Verify Audit Integrity Interface
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b.6 session management interfaces

Table 34.: Open User Session Interface

Table 35.: Close User Session Interface
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Table 36.: Security Violation Handler Interface

5
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C
T S F I N T E R AC T I O N S

c.1 broker interactions

c.1.1 Send and Receive Interactions

Figure 12.: Send and Receive Interactions

Table 37.: Send and Receive Interactions
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c.2 identification and authorization interactions

c.2.1 Authenticate Subject Interaction

Figure 13.: Authenticate Subject Interactions

Table 38.: Authenticate Subject Interactions
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c.3 access control interactions

c.3.1 Check Authorizations Interaction

Figure 14.: Check Authorization Interactions

Table 39.: Check Authorization Interactions
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c.4 audit interactions

c.4.1 Log Interactions

Figure 15.: Log Interactions

Table 40.: Log Interactions
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c.4.2 Select Logs Interactions

Figure 16.: Select Logs Interactions

Table 41.: Select Logs Interactions
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c.4.3 Export Logs Interactions

Figure 17.: Export Logs Interactions

Table 42.: Export Logs Interactions
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c.4.4 Verify Audit Trail Integrity Interactions

Figure 18.: Verify Integrity Interactions

Table 43.: Verify Integrity Interactions
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c.5 session manager interfaces

c.5.1 Open Session / Close Session / Handle Security Violations Interactions

Figure 19.: Open Session / Close Session / Handle Security Violations Interactions

Table 44.: Open Session / Close Session / Handle Security Violations Interactions

c.6 time interactions

The operations defined in functional specification for Trusted Time subsystem does not orig-
inates any interaction with other subsystem.
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D
C O N F I G U R AT I O N M A N AG E M E N T

d.1 introduction

This is the Configuration Management Plan, for the ”Secure HMI Manager” system. This
Configuration Management Plan is heavily influenced by the one in [102].

d.1.1 Purpose

The Configuration Management Plan provides details of how the ”Secure HMI Manager” team
will manage the control of configuration items being developed under each development stage.
It defines the policies and procedures for configuration management and the infrastructure
necessary to implement them throughout the project.

d.1.2 Scope

This version of the Configuration Management Plan is applicable to the development of the
”Secure HMI Manager” project. All ”Secure HMI Manager” team members, while working on
the ”Secure HMI Manager” project, must adhere to the approach outlined in this document.

d.1.3 Glossary

When the CM plan is put into practice, fill the glossary in this section.

d.1.4 References

When the CM plan is put into practice, fill the referencess in this section.
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d.2 configuration management

d.2.1 Organization

This section identifies the software configuration management functions that each organiza-
tional role is responsible for (e.g. identification, storage, change control, status accounting),
in the review, audit and approval processes;

d.2.2 Responsibilities

Configuration Manager

The Configuration Manager is responsible for managing the efforts of the project related to
Configuration Management. The Configuration Manager will:

a) call and chair all Configuration Control Board (CCB) meetings (see Section D.3.5);
b) record the disposition of all Change Requests for purposes of configuration status ac-

counting and reporting; and
c) assign identifiers to all configuration items.

Deputy Project Director

The Deputy Project Director represents agreement issues related to Configuration Manage-
ment (specifically, change control). The Deputy Project Director is a core member of the
CCB.

Technical Architect

The Technical Architect identifies all hardware and system software configuration items to the
Configuration Manager. The Technical Architect develops system level specifications for the
”Secure HMI Manager”. The Technical Architect is a core member of the CCB and represents
the overall design of the ”Secure HMI Manager” solution at CCB meetings.

Application Architect

The Application Architect identifies all application software configuration items to the Con-
figuration Manager. The Application Architect develops application level functional specifi-
cations for the ”Secure HMI Manager”. The Application Architect is a core member of the
CCB and represents the application design at CCB meetings.

Project Office

The Project Office is responsible for maintaining all Change Requests in the Project Library.
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d.3 applicable policies, directives, and procedures any

d.3.1 Configuration Identification Procedures

Configuration Identification Policies for System-Level Requirements Specifications

1. One, and only one, system-level specification must exist for the ”Secure HMI Manager”
system.

2. The system-level requirements specification will be documented as a uniquely identified
deliverable.

3. The approved system-level requirements specification will be the baseline (as the Func-
tional Baseline) and will be subject to formal change control.

4. The content of the system-level requirements specification must be unambiguous, con-
sistent, complete and testable.

5. The system-level requirements specification establishes the acceptance criteria for the
”Secure HMI Manager” system.

Configuration Identification Policies for Software

1. Each application software configuration item must have a specification document.
2. Application software specifications should be contained in separate documents.
3. Each application software specification will be baselined (as part of the Allocated Base-

line) and subject to formal change control.
4. Application software specifications should be traceable to the system-level requirements

specification.
5. The content of the application software specification establishes the acceptance criteria

for that software configuration item.
6. Each application software specification will be numbered with the configuration items

identifier as part of the document number, for example, the specification for application
software configuration item S320 will be S320-SPEC.

7. The naming convention applicable to application software configuration items is to have
the first four characters be the CI number; for example, S320-OPEN-WINDOW links
the open window module to the S320 CI.

Configuration Identification Policies for Hardware

1. Each hardware and system software configuration item must have a specification docu-
ment (which may be a COTS brochure).
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2. All hardware and system software specifications may be packaged into a single docu-
ment provided the requirements for each CI are separately and easily identifiable (the
recommendation of the Configuration Manager is that separate documents be used).

3. Each hardware and system software specification will be baselined (as part of the Allo-
cated Baseline) and subject to formal change control.

4. Hardware and system software specifications must be traceable to the system-level re-
quirements specification.

5. The content of the hardware and system software specification establishes the acceptance
criteria for that product.

6. Each hardware and system software specification will be numbered with the configura-
tion item’s identifier as part of the document number, for example, the specification for
hardware configuration item H120 will be H120-SPEC.

7. Hardware items will not be marked, however a log will be maintained by Configuration
Management personnel that links the manufacturer’s name, and model number to the
hardware or system software configuration item.

Configuration Identification Policies for Media

1. Media containing the electronic version of an application software CI will be labelled
with its contents; for example, the tape (or floppy disk) containing the source or exe-
cutable code for CI S310 will be labelled as S310-DM (for Distribution Media).

2. If a single tape or storage unit (e.g CD, etc) will contain all application software CIs, it
shall be numbered uniquely.

3. Media labels must contain the date of creation.
4. Media labels must contain instructions for loading the software (or instructions to read

the attached installation instructions document).
5. Media labels must contain instructions for disposing of the media (return to originator,

use as scratch media, destroy, etc.)

d.3.2 Change Control Procedures

Change Control Policies for System-Level Requirements Specifications

1. Require formal (written) requests for all changes.
2. Review all change requests and limit changes to those approved.
3. Analyze and evaluate the type and frequency of change requests.
4. Consider the degree to which a change is needed and its anticipated use.
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5. Evaluate changes to ensure that they are not incompatible with the original design
and intent. No change should be implemented without careful consideration of its
ramifications.

6. Emphasize the need to determine whether a proposed change will enhance or degrade
the system.

7. Approve changes only if the benefits outweigh the costs (or the Project Director dictates
that the change must be implemented regardless of the cost).

8. Schedule all changes.
9. Enforce documentation standards.

10. Plan for change.

Change Control Policies for Software

1. Require formal (written) requests for all changes.
2. Review all change requests and limit changes to those approved.
3. Analyze and evaluate the type and frequency of change requests.
4. Consider the degree to which a change is needed and its anticipated use.
5. Evaluate changes to ensure that they are not incompatible with the original design

and intent. No change should be implemented without careful consideration of its
ramifications.

6. Emphasize the need to determine whether a proposed change will enhance or degrade
the system.

7. Approve changes only if the benefits outweigh the costs (or the Project Director dictates
that the change must be implemented regardless of the cost).

8. Schedule all changes.
9. Enforce documentation standards.

10. Require that all changes be implemented using sound software engineering practices.
11. Plan for change.

Change Control Policies for Hardware

1. Require formal (written) requests for all changes.
2. Review all change requests and limit changes to those approved.
3. Analyze and evaluate the type and frequency of change requests.
4. Consider the degree to which a change is needed and its anticipated use.
5. Evaluate changes to ensure that they are not incompatible with the original design

and intent. No change should be implemented without careful consideration of its
ramifications.

6. Approve changes only if the benefits outweigh the costs.
7. Schedule all changes.
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8. Enforce documentation standards.
9. Plan for change.

Change Control Policies for Media

1. Media must be recreated in its entirety from the master version of all software modules.
2. The media label must contain the date and time of modification.

d.3.3 Documentation Change Control Procedures

1. After the initial acceptance of a document, further changes will be subject to formal
change control.

2. If only certain pages (less than 30% of the document) are changed, then change pages
shall be issued; the document number will not change.

3. If the document is reissued in its entirety (more than 30% of the pages are changed),
the document number will have the revision identifier appended; for example, document
XYZ001 will become document XYZ001A.

4. In all cases, change bars shall be used to indicate changed material.
5. The date of issue will be recorded on the footer of each page (centered between the

document number and the page number).
6. All changes made to previously approved documents must also be approved before

release (via a Change Request).
7. If the document is part of the baseline (it is an approved specification document), then

a Specification Change Notice is required to be signed by the Project Director (repre-
senting XYZ), the Deputy Project Director (representing the XYZ Partners), and the
Configuration Manager.

d.3.4 Status Accounting and Reporting Procedures

Status Accounting Policies

Policies for Configuration Status Accounting at the System-Level

1. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record the following information
for the HMI Manager system as a whole:

a) the planned and actual dates the system level requirements document was released;
b) the planned and actual dates the functional baseline was established;
c) the planned and actual dates the Acceptance Test Plan was released;
d) the planned and actual dates the Acceptance Test Plan was approved.
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2. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record all change requests made
to the system-level requirements specification (the functional baseline):

a) the date of the change request;
b) the title of the change request;
c) the status of the change request;
d) the approval date of the change request; and
e) the planned and actual dates of change implementation.

Policies for Configuration Status Accounting of Hardware and System Software Configura-
tion Items

1. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record the following information
for each hardware and system software configuration item:

a) the planned and actual dates the hardware/system software specification was re-
leased;

b) the planned and actual dates the allocated baseline was established;
c) the planned and actual dates the Hardware/System Software Test Plan was re-

leased;
d) the planned and actual dates the Hardware/System Software Test Plan was ap-

proved;
e) the planned and actual dates the Technical Data Package for the hardware or

system software was released;
f) the planned and actual dates the Hardware/System Software Product Baseline was

established.
2. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record all change requests made

to the hardware or system software specification (the allocated baseline):
a) the date of the change request;
b) the title of the change request;
c) the status of the change request;
d) the approval date of the change request; and
e) the planned and actual dates of change implementation.

Policies for Configuration Status Accounting of Application Software Configuration Items

1. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record the following information
for each application software configuration item:

a) the planned and actual dates the application software specification was released;
b) the planned and actual dates the allocated baseline was established;
c) the planned and actual dates the Application Software Test Plan for the CI was

released;
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d) the planned and actual dates the Application Software Test Plan for the CI was
approved;

e) the planned and actual dates the application software design document was re-
leased;

f) the planned and actual dates the application software design document was ap-
proved;

g) the planned and actual dates the application software CI testing took place;
h) the planned and actual dates the application software test report for the CI was

approved;
i) the planned and actual dates the Application Software Product Baseline was es-

tablished.
2. The Configuration Status Accounting ”system” must record all change requests made

to the application software specification (the allocated baseline):
a) the date of the change request;
b) the title of the change request;
c) the status of the change request;
d) the approval date of the change request; and
e) the planned and actual dates of change implementation.

Status Reporting Policies

1. Status Accounting Reports shall be able to be produced when requested.
2. Status Accounting Reports shall be produced whenever changes are made.
3. Status Accounting Reports shall contain the latest information about the CIs and the

status of all approved changes against those CIs.
4. Status Accounting Reports will be disseminated to all core members of the CCB.
5. The latest two Status Accounting Reports will be filed in the Project Library.

d.3.5 Project Control Board

Establishment of the CCB

The Configuration Control Board (CCB) will be established after the initial requirements
baseline is established.

Frequency of CCB Meetings

The CCB will meet whenever the Configuration Manager deems it necessary (usually depend-
ing on the number of new Change Requests).
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CCB Membership

Membership in the CCB will consist of the Deputy Project Director (or her delegate), the
Technical Architect, the Application Architect, and the Configuration Manager. These four
staff members form the core of the CCB. Additional project team members may be asked to
participate in specific CCB meetings as the core team sees fit.

d.4 activities

d.4.1 Configuration Identification

At this time, no Configuration Items have yet been identified. This section will present a list
of Configuration Items when they are identified by the IT organization. The following list is
presented only as a point of discussion for the actual list.

Configuration items to be managed

A non-comprehensive list of items that can be managed is the following:
• The application source code
• Yocto recipes, and files related to the target operating system configuration and building
• Feature implementation progress
• Use cases
• Functional requirements
• Snapshot of internal software releases
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d.4.2 Configuration Identification Tasks

Table 45.: Configuration Identification Tasks
Configuration

Identification Task Task Description

Staff CM posi-
tion(s)

Identify personnel with the needed skills to perform all CM tasks (not just configu-
ration identification tasks). Arrange for that person to be assigned to the SYSTEM
Z project.

Develop CI num-
bering scheme

Develop a numbering scheme that is simple to use but allows each CI to be identified
uniquely.

Assign CI num-
bers to CIs
(identified by
technical and
application
architects)

Work with the architects and assign a unique number to each CI they identify.

Establish Func-
tional Baseline

When the [Technical] Requirements Report is approved, write a memorandum to
the SYSTEM Z team establishing the Functional Baseline and the need for change
control of the document.

Establish Allo-
cated Baseline

When all hardware and software CIs have been specified (in specification docu-
ments), write a memorandum to the SYSTEM Z team establishing the Allocated
Baseline and identifying the need for change control of these documents.

Develop nam-
ing convention
for developed
software

Develop a naming convention that allows each developed software module to be
identified uniquely and related to the CI to which it belongs.

Develop num-
bering con-
vention for
electronic media

Develop a numbering scheme for media that clearly indicates the content of the
diskette or tape.

Monitor the
Developmental
Configuration
(established
by software
development
team)

As software development progresses and documents are approved make sure that
the software development team maintains a clear, unambiguous environment to
prevent loss or duplication of software designs or modules.

Establish the
Product Base-
line

When HMI Manager is approved after acceptance testing, write a memorandum to
the HMI Manager team establishing the Product Baseline and the need for on-going
change control of the design documentation and software during maintenance.
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d.4.3 Change Control Tasks

Table 46.: Change Control Tasks
Change Control Task Task Description
Participate in CCB
Meetings

The CM personnel keep minutes of the disposition of all Change Requests.

Analyze type and
frequency of change
requests

Raw data on Change Requests will be kept and statistical analysis performed
to show trends in the types and frequency of Change Requests as the project
progresses. This quantitative information is used to monitor how the scope of
the project progresses.

Verify that Change
Requests are ap-
proved properly

CM personnel will verify that the CM procedures related to approving/rejecting
change requests are done in accordance with the Standards and Procedures
Manual.

Verify that changes
are scheduled for im-
plementation

This will serve two purposes: (1) to make sure that approved changes are ac-
tioned in a timely manner; and (2) to make sure that the SYSTEM Z project
progresses in an orderly, controlled manner. If change implementation were left
up to the developers, they would likely implement the easy changes first, with
potentially chaotic implications for other project teams such as testers, trainers,
database designers, etc.

Review and sign-off
implementation of
all approved change
requests to baselined
documents

CM personnel will review the changes made before the master copy is replaced to
verify that all approved, planned changes and only approved, planned changes
have been incorporated. CM personnel will verify that Specification Change
Notices are prepared.

Create media for dis-
tribution.

CM personnel will create all CDs and/or distributable packages for distribution
of the SYSTEM Z application software. They will ensure that the media is
created from the master copy contained in the CM libraries. They will generate
the media labels.
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d.4.4 Configuration Status Accounting Tasks

Table 47.: Configuration Status Accounting Tasks
Configuration Status

Accounting Task Task Description

Design and de-
velop (or procure)
CSA System

Identify requirements for a CSA System that meets the needs of the SYSTEM Z project.
Evaluate commercially available tools (not software version control tools). If none suitable,
determine if spreadsheet software, word processing software, or database software should
be used.

Maintain current
configuration sta-
tus information in
the CSA System

Add scheduled and actual dates for major CM milestones. Maintain status of approved
changes.

Produce/disseminate
CSA Reports

Produce monthly status accounting reports. Run ad hoc reports when requested.

d.4.5 Configuration Audit Tasks

This section is based on [103]. Table 48 identifies and describes each configuration audit tasks.

d.5 schedules

A schedule should be defined regarding CM functional capability milestones, milestones re-
lated to baselines.

d.6 resources

d.6.1 Tools and Technologies

Configuration Status Accounting Tool

The chosen tools should provide means to perform configuration status accounting. Config-
uration status accounting is the recording and reporting of the status of components and
change requests, and the gathering of vital statistics about components in the product. It
includes:

a) A record of the approved configuration documentation and identification numbers.
b) The status of proposed changes, deviations, and waivers to the configuration.
c) The implementation status of approved changes.
d) The configuration of all units of the configuration item in the operational inventory.
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Table 48.: Configuration Audit Tasks
Configuration

Audit Task Task Description

Check if the code implements all, and only, the docu-
mented software/system requirements

Evaluate requirements-to-source code forward and back-
ward traceability information (e.g. traceability matrix or
trace tags) for completeness and ensure that no unautho-
rized functionality has been implemented. Sample a set
of requirements and using the traceability information,
review the associated code for implementation complete-
ness and consistency. Sample a set of approved enhance-
ment requests and review their resolution status (or if
approved for change, evaluate their associated code for
implementation completeness and consistency).

Check if system/software requirements are traceable for-
ward into tests (test cases, procedures, scripts) that verify
that requirement?

Evaluate requirements-to-tests traceability information
(e.g. traceability matrix or trace tags) for completeness.
Sample a set of requirements and using the traceability
information, review the associated test documentation
(e.g. test plans, defined tests) for adequacy of verifica-
tion by ensuring the appropriate level of test coverage
for each requirement).

Check if comprehensive system/software testing was com-
pleted, including functional testing, interface testing and
the testing of required quality attributes (performance,
usability, safety, security, etc.)

Review approved verification and validation reports for
accuracy and completeness. Evaluate approved test doc-
umentation (e.g. test plans, defined tests) against test
results data (e.g. test logs, test case status, test metrics)
to ensure adequate test coverage of the requirements and
system/software during test execution. Execute a sample
set of test cases to evaluate accuracy of test results.

Check if all the anomalies reported during testing are ad-
equately resolved (or the appropriate waivers/deviations
were obtained and known defects with workarounds are
documented in the release notes)

Review a sample set of approved test anomaly report
records for evidence of adequate resolution. Sample a set
of test anomaly report records and review their resolu-
tion status (or if approved for change, evaluate their as-
sociated code for implementation completeness and con-
sistency). Review regression test results data (e.g., test
logs, test case status, test metrics) to ensure adequate
test coverage after defect correction.

Check if the deliverable documentation consistent with
the requirements and as built system/software

Review minutes from peer reviews and defect resolution
information from deliverable documentation reviews for
evidence of consistency. Evaluate formal test documen-
tation (e.g. test plans, defined tests) against test results
data (e.g. test logs, test case status, test metrics) to en-
sure adequate test coverage of the deliverable during test
execution. Review sample set of updates to previously
delivered documents to ensure consistency with require-
ments and as built system/software?

Check if findings from peer reviews incorporated into the
software deliverables (system/software and/or documen-
tation)

Review records from major milestone/phase gate reviews
that verified the resolution of peer review defects. Review
a sample set of peer review records for evidence of defect
resolution. Review a sample set of minutes from peer
review and evaluate the defect lists against the associated
work products to ensure that the defects were adequately
resolved

Check if approved corrective actions been implemented
for all findings from In Process Software Configuration
Management Product Audits

Evaluate findings from audit reports against their asso-
ciated corrective action status Re-audit against findings
to verify implementation of corrective actions.
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Software Version Control Tool

All developed application and test software source code will be placed under the control of
a software version control system. System software and Commercial-off-the-Shelf software
products, which are only available in executable form, will be treated as hardware items.
Insufficient information exists at this time to select a software version control tool. When the
Software Development Platform is selected by the Technical Architect, a market survey will
be conducted to determine the most cost-effective tool available for that platform. Minimum
requirements include:

a) a ”history” of who signed out what modules for what purpose is maintained;
b) modules can be ”promoted” from one level to another;
c) access to each level can be restricted to certain individuals; and
d) previous versions of a module can be recreated;

d.6.2 Human Resources

A single, part-time CM specialist is required.

d.6.3 Equipment

The equipment required for the development should be defined.

d.6.4 Facilities

The facilities required for the development should be defined.

d.7 scm plan maintenance

A plan for the maintenance of configuration management should be defined.
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E
T E S T P L A N T E M P L AT E

A detailed description of the test plan should go here. Test plan categories can be set up to
help organize test plans into logical groups.

e.1 objectives

Identify the success criteria for the project that can be measured and reported by defining
goals for the planned testing effort.

e.2 normative and informative documents

Attach or link to normative and informative documents, such as applicable standards or
guidelines specific to an industry or organization.

e.3 formal review

Institute a formal review process that can help your business processes comply with applicable
industry standards and regulations.

e.4 requirements

List the requirements for a particular test cycle.

e.5 risk assessment

List the risks that are associated with the test plan, test case, test suite, or test requirement.
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e.6 test schedules

List the various test activities and iterations and track your progress against the test plan.

e.7 test estimation

Make high-level estimates at the plan level for the work that is required to complete various
test activities.

e.8 test environments

Specify the test environments that must be supported and the resources that are available.

e.9 test bed

Specify the steps required to prepare the test plan for testing.

e.10 test data

Specify the data sets to be used when running the tests in the test plan.

e.11 test strategy

Specify the test levels, the quality characteristics, such as functionality, and the test design
techniques covered in the test plan.

e.12 test team

List the members of each test team.

e.13 quality objectives

List in table format the quality objectives for a release.
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e.14 entry criteria

Specify in table format the conditions required to begin testing.

e.15 exit criteria

Specify in table format the conditions to meet for a particular test cycle to be considered
complete.

e.16 test suites

Manage your test plan’s test suites. A test suite is a collection of test cases that have been
grouped for test execution purposes.

e.17 test cases

Associate new or saved test cases with the test plan.

e.18 resources

Associate the test plan with shared network resources.
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F
S E C U R I T Y F U N C T I O N A L R E Q U I R E M E N T S

This are the security functional requirements for the system, note that underlined segments
of phrases are specific to this system, while the rest is given in a template format by the CC.

f.1 class fau: security audit

f.1.1 Security audit automatic response (FAU ARP)

FAU ARP.1 Security alarms

fau arp.1.1 Upon detection of a potential security violation, the TSF shall log the
events and disable the user login.

f.1.2 Security audit data generation (FAU GEN)

FAU GEN.1 Audit data generation

fau gen.1.1 The TSF shall be able to generate an audit record of the following auditable
events:

a) Start-up and shutdown of the audit functions;

b) All auditable events for the detailed level of audit; and

c) no other events

fau gen.1.2 The TSF shall record within each audit record at least the following infor-
mation:

a) Date and time of the event, type of event, subject identity (if applicable), and the
outcome (success or failure) of the event; and

b) For each audit event type, based on the auditable event definitions of the functional
components included in the PP/ST, no other information is required.
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FAU GEN.2 User identity association

fau gen.2.1 For audit events resulting from actions of identified users, the TSF shall
be able to associate each auditable event with the identity of the user that caused the event.

Auditable Events

The list of all auditable events can be consulted in each TOE Security Functionality Interface
(TSFI), see appendix B.

f.1.3 Security audit analysis (FAU SAA)

FAU SAA.1 Potential violation analysis

fau saa.1.1 The TSF shall be able to apply a set of rules in monitoring the audited
events and based upon these rules indicate a potential violation of the enforcement of the
SFRs.

fau saa.1.2 The TSF shall enforce the following rules for monitoring audited events:

a) Accumulation or combination of

• Any failure of the cryptographic self-tests;
• Any failure of the other TSF self-tests;
• A specified number of encryption failures;
• A specified number of decryption failures;
• A specified number of cryptographic data integrity verification failures; and
• at this point no more rules are considered

known to indicate a potential security violation;

b) no other rules

f.1.4 Security audit review (FAU SAR)

FAU SAR.1 Audit review

fau sar.1.1 The TSF shall provide Auditor with the capability to read all auditable
events from the audit records.

fau sar.1.2 The TSF shall provide the audit records in a manner suitable for the user
to interpret the information.
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FAU SAR.2 Restricted audit review

fau sar.2.1 The TSF shall prohibit all users read access to the audit records, except
those users that have been granted explicit read-access.

f.1.5 Security audit event selection (FAU SEL)

FAU SEL.1 Selective audit

fau sel.1.1 The TSF shall be able to select the set of events to be audited from the set
of all auditable events based on the following attributes:

a) object identity, user identity, subject identity and event type

b) additional info that may be useful for auditing security events

f.1.6 Security audit event storage (FAU STG)

FAU STG.1 Protected audit trail storage

fau stg.1.1 The TSF shall protect the stored audit records in the audit trail from
unauthorised deletion.

fau stg.1.2 The TSF shall be able to prevent unauthorised modifications to the stored
audit records in the audit trail.

FAU STG.4 Prevention of audit data loss

fau stg.4.1 The TSF shall overwrite the oldest stored audit records if the audit trail is
full.

f.2 class fco: communication

f.2.1 Non-repudiation of origin (FCO NRO)

FCO NRO.2 Enforced proof of origin

fco nro.2.1 The TSF shall enforce the generation of evidence of origin for transmitted
life-cycle events and request to the data component at all times.

fco nro.2.2 The TSF shall be able to relate the identity of the originator of the infor-
mation, and the body of a message of the information to which the evidence applies.
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fco nro.2.3 The TSF shall provide a capability to verify the evidence of origin of infor-
mation to recipient given the originator’s digital signature.

f.2.2 Non-repudiation of receipt (FCO NRR)

FCO NRR.2 Enforced proof of receipt

fco nrr.2.1 The TSF shall enforce the generation of evidence of receipt for received
life-cycle events and responses from the data component at all times.

fco nrr.2.2 The TSF shall be able to relate the identity of the recipient of the infor-
mation, and the body of a message of the information to which the evidence applies.

fco nrr.2.3 The TSF shall provide a capability to verify the evidence of receipt of
information to message originator given a proof of submission.

f.3 class fdp: user data protection

f.3.1 Access control policy (FDP ACC)

FDP ACC.1 Subset access control

fdp acc.1.1 The TSF shall enforce the AC SFP on

subjects
• Dialogue Manager
• Application Logic
• Input Modality Fusion
• Output Modality Fission
• Security Audit
• Identification and Authentication

objects
• User Data

– Photos, Music, etc
• TSF Data

– Hashed Password (and salt)
– Public keys
– Private keys
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– Audit trail
• TOE Software code
• System data

– Fusion rules
– Fission rules

operations
• User Data

– Data Component: Read, Write, Delete
• Security Data

– Audit trail: Read, Append, Delete
– Public keys: Read
– Private keys: Read
– User Hashed Password (and salt) : Read

• System data
– Fusion rules Read
– Fission rules: Read

• TOE Software code: Execute

f.3.2 Access control functions (FDP ACF)

FDP ACF.1 Security attribute based access control

fdp acf.1.1 The TSF shall enforce the AC SFP to objects based on the following:

security attributes for subjects
• Role (User, Auditor, Manager)
• Subject ID

security attributes for objects
• Access Control Lists

fdp acf.1.2 The TSF shall enforce the following rules to determine if an operation
among controlled subjects and controlled objects is allowed:
• Rule 1: The Security Audit may perform Read, Delete and Append operations

on security audit data, and Read operations on its own signature keys.
• Rule 2: The Input Modality Fusion may perform Read operations on its own Pri-

vate key, Public Keys and Fusion Rules.
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• Rule 3: The Input Modality Fission may perform Read operations on its own
Private key, Public Keys and Fission Rules.

• Rule 4: The Identification and Authentication may perform Read operations on
the user’s Hashed Password (and salt).

fdp acf.1.3 The TSF shall explicitly authorize access of subjects to objects based on
the following additional rules: no additional rules.

fdp acf.1.4 The TSF shall explicitly deny access of subjects to objects based on the
following additional rules:
• A subject may not access an object if it has insufficient permissions to do so.

f.3.3 Information flow control policy (FDP IFC)

FDP IFC.1 Subset information flow control

fdp ifc.1.1 The TSF shall enforce the IFC SFP on

subjects
• Dialogue Manager
• Application Logic
• Input Modality Fusion
• Output Modality Fission
• Broker

information
• User Data

– Life-Cycle Events (Context, Source, Target, RequestID, Status, StatusInfo, Data
and other data)

– User Activity (e.g. Menu navigation, Buttons pressed, other user interactions
with the system)

– Context
– User Model
– User Interaction History

operations
• User Data

– any operation that causes the specified information flows
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f.3.4 Information flow control functions (FDP IFF)

FDP IFF.1 Simple security attributes

fdp iff.1.1 The TSF shall enforce the IFC SFP based on the following types of subject
and information security attributes: Identity, Authentication Status, Authorizations.

fdp iff.1.2 The TSF shall permit an information flow between a controlled subject and
controlled information via a controlled operation if the following rules hold:
• Read: Dialogue Manager, Input Modality Fusion, Output Modality Fission

may Read the Context, User Model and History
• Append: Dialogue Manager, Input Modality Fusion, Output Modality Fission

may Append data to History
• Delete: Dialogue Manager may delete data from History
• Modify: Application Logic may modify user password
• Receive:

– Dialogue Manager may receive Life-Cycle Messages from Input Modality
Fusion and Output Modality Fission

– Input Modality Fusion and Output Modality Fission may receive Life-
Cycle Messages from modality components which are authenticated by PKI
signature authentication (list of recognized CA)

• Send:
– Dialogue Manager may send Life-Cycle Messages to Input Modality Fu-

sion and Output Modality Fission
– Input Modality Fusion and Output Modality Fission may send Life-Cycle

Messages to modality components which are authenticated by PKI signature
authentication (list of recognized CAs)

fdp iff.1.3 The TSF shall enforce the no additional rules

fdp iff.1.4 The TSF shall explicitly authorize an information flow based on the follow-
ing rules:

• the presumed address of the source subject, in the information, translates to an internal
network address; and the presumed address of the destination subject, in the information,
translates to an address on the other connected network and the mutual authentication
between the components is established

• no additional rules
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fdp iff.1.5 The TSF shall explicitly deny an information flow based on the following
rules:

• the presumed address of the source subject, in the information, does not translates to
an internal network address;

• the presumed address of the destination subject, in the information, does not translate
to an address on other connected networks;

• no mutual authentication is established; no additional rules.

f.3.5 Residual information protection (FDP RIP)

FDP RIP.2 Full residual information protection

fdp rip.2.1 The TSF shall ensure that any previous information content of a resource
is made unavailable upon the deallocation of the resource from all objects.

f.4 class fia: identification and authentication

f.4.1 Authentication failures (FIA AFL)

FIA AFL.1 Authentication failure handling

fia afl.1.1 The TSF shall detect when 3 unsuccessful authentication attempts occur
related to the unsuccessful authentication attempts since the last successful authentication
for the current terminal.

fia afl.1.2 When the defined number of unsuccessful authentication attempts has been
met, the TSF shall exhibit a delay starting at 10 seconds.

f.4.2 User attribute definition (FIA ATD)

FIA ATD.1 User attribute definition

fia atd.1.1 The TSF shall maintain the following list of security attributes belonging
to individual users:
• Identity/Name
• Role (Owner/User/Admin/Auditor/Modality Component)
• Authorizations
• Password
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f.4.3 User authentication (FIA UAU)

FIA UAU.2 User authentication before any action

fia uau.2.1 The TSF shall require each user to be successfully authenticated before
allowing any other TSF-mediated actions on behalf of that user.

FIA UAU.7 Protected authentication feedback

fia uau.7.1 The TSF shall provide only the authentication mechanism that failed the
authentication and the remaining time to wait before an authentication attempt can be made
again to the user while the authentication is in progress.

f.4.4 User identification (FIA UID)

FIA UID.2 User identification before any action

fia uid.2.1 The TSF shall require each user to be successfully identified before allowing
any TSF-mediated actions on behalf of that user.

f.4.5 User-subject binding (FIA USB)

FIA USB.1 User-subject binding

fia usb.1.1 The TSF shall associate the following user security attributes with subjects
acting on the behalf of that user:
• Identity
• Role

fia usb.1.2 The TSF shall enforce the following rules on the initial association of user
security attributes with subjects acting on the behalf of users: no rules need to applied

fia usb.1.3 The TSF shall enforce the following rules governing changes to the user
security attributes associated with subjects acting on the behalf of users: user attributes are
not changeable.
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f.5 class fmt: security management

f.5.1 Management of TSF data (FMT MTD)

FMT MTD.1 Management of TSF data

fmt mtd.1.1 management of TSF data The TSF shall restrict the ability to
query, modify, delete the audit security data to the auditor role.

f.5.2 Management of security attributes (FMT MSA)

FMT MSA.1 Management of security attributes

fmt msa.1.1 The TSF shall enforce the AC SFP to restrict the ability to query or modify
the security attributes to manager role.

FMT MSA.3 Static attribute initialisation

fmt msa.3.1 The TSF shall enforce the AC SFP and IFC SFP to provide restrictive
default values for security attributes that are used to enforce the SFP.

fmt msa.3.2 The TSF shall allow the Manager role to specify alternative initial values
to override the default values when an object or information is created.

fmt smr.1.2 The TSF shall be able to associate users with roles.

f.5.3 Specification of Management Functions (FMT SMF)

FMT SMF.1 Specification of Management Functions

fmt smf.1.1 The TSF shall be capable of performing the following management func-
tions: query and delete security audit data.

f.5.4 Security management roles (FMT SMR)

FMT SMR.1 Security roles

fmt smr.1.1 The TSF shall maintain the roles Auditor and User, role.
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f.6 class fpt: protection of the tsf

f.6.1 Confidentiality of exported TSF data (FPT ITC)

FPT ITC.1 Inter-TSF confidentiality during transmission

fpt itc.1.1 The TSF shall protect all TSF data transmitted from the TSF to another
trusted IT product from unauthorised disclosure during transmission.

f.6.2 Integrity of exported TSF data (FPT ITI)

FPT ITI.1 Inter-TSF detection of modification

fpt iti.1 The TSF shall provide the capability to detect modification of all TSF data
during transmission between the TSF and another trusted IT product within the following
metric: an integrity error.

fpt iti.1.2 The TSF shall provide the capability to verify the integrity of all TSF data
transmitted between the TSF and another trusted IT product and perform retransmission in
case of a protocol errors if modifications are detected.

f.6.3 Time stamps (FPT STM)

FPT STM.1 Reliable time stamps

fpt stm.1.1 The TSF shall be able to provide reliable time stamps.

f.7 class fta: toe access

f.7.1 Session locking and termination (FTA SSL)

FTA SSL.4 User-initiated termination

fta ssl.4.1 The TSF shall allow user-initiated termination of the user’s own interactive
session.
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f.7.2 TOE session establishment (FTA TSE)

FTA TSE.1 TOE session establishment

fta tse.1.1 The TSF shall be able to deny session establishment based on authentication
credentials.
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G
S E C U R I T Y A S S U R A N C E R E Q U I R E M E N T S

g.1 adv arc.1 security architecture description

g.1.1 Dependencies:

ADV FSP.1 Basic functional specification
ADV TDS.1 Basic design

g.1.2 Developer action elements:

ADV ARC.1.1D The developer shall design and implement the TOE so that the
security features of the TSF cannot be bypassed.
ADV ARC.1.2D The developer shall design and implement the TSF so that it is able
to protect itself from tampering by untrusted active entities.
ADV ARC.1.3D The developer shall provide a security architecture description of
the TSF.

g.1.3 Content and presentation elements:

ADV ARC.1.1C The security architecture description shall be at a level of detail
commensurate with the description of the SFR-enforcing abstractions described in the
TOE design document.
ADV ARC.1.2C The security architecture description shall describe the security do-
mains maintained by the TSF consistently with the SFRs.
ADV ARC.1.3C The security architecture description shall describe how the TSF
initialisation process is secure.
ADV ARC.1.4C The security architecture description shall demonstrate that the TSF
protects itself from tampering.
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ADV ARC.1.5C The security architecture description shall demonstrate that the TSF
prevents bypass of the SFR-enforcing functionality.

g.1.4 Evaluator action elements:

ADV ARC.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.2 adv fsp.4 complete functional specification

g.2.1 Dependencies:

ADV TDS.1 Basic design

g.2.2 Developer action elements:

ADV FSP.4.1D The developer shall provide a functional specification.
ADV FSP.4.2D The developer shall provide a tracing from the functional specification
to the SFRs.

g.2.3 Content and presentation elements:

ADV FSP.4.1C The functional specification shall completely represent the TSF.
ADV FSP.4.2C The functional specification shall describe the purpose and method
of use for all TSFI.
ADV FSP.4.3C The functional specification shall identify and describe all parameters
associated with each TSFI.
ADV FSP.4.4C The functional specification shall describe all actions associated with
each TSFI.
ADV FSP.4.5C The functional specification shall describe all direct error messages
that may result from an invocation of each TSFI.
ADV FSP.4.6C The tracing shall demonstrate that the SFRs trace to TSFIs in the
functional specification.
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g.2.4 Evaluator action elements:

ADV FSP.4.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ADV FSP.4.2E The evaluator shall determine that the functional specification is an
accurate and complete instantiation of the SFRs.

g.3 adv imp.1 implementation representation of the tsf

g.3.1 Dependencies:

ADV TDS.3 Basic modular design
ALC TAT.1 Well-defined development tools

g.3.2 Developer action elements:

ADV IMP.1.1D The developer shall make available the implementation representa-
tion for the entire TSF.
ADV IMP.1.2D The developer shall provide a mapping between the TOE design
description and the sample of the implementation representation.

g.3.3 Content and presentation elements:

ADV IMP.1.1C The implementation representation shall define the TSF to a level of
detail such that the TSF can be generated without further design decisions.
ADV IMP.1.2C The implementation representation shall be in the form used by the
development personnel.
ADV IMP.1.3C The mapping between the TOE design description and the sample
of the implementation representation shall demonstrate their correspondence.

g.3.4 Evaluator action elements:

ADV IMP.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that, for the selected sample of the imple-
mentation representation, the information provided meets all requirements for content
and presentation of evidence.
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g.4 adv tds.3 basic modular design

g.4.1 Dependencies:

ADV FSP.4 Complete functional specification

g.4.2 Developer action elements:

ADV TDS.3.1D The developer shall provide the design of the TOE.
ADV TDS.3.2D The developer shall provide a mapping from the TSFI of the func-
tional specification to the lowest level of decomposition available in the TOE design.

g.4.3 Content and presentation elements:

ADV TDS.3.1C The design shall describe the structure of the TOE in terms of sub-
systems.
ADV TDS.3.2C The design shall describe the TSF in terms of modules.
ADV TDS.3.3C The design shall identify all subsystems of the TSF.
ADV TDS.3.4C The design shall provide a description of each subsystem of the TSF.
ADV TDS.3.5C The design shall provide a description of the interactions among all
subsystems of the TSF.
ADV TDS.3.6C The design shall provide a mapping from the subsystems of the TSF
to the modules of the TSF.
ADV TDS.3.7C The design shall describe each SFR-enforcing module in terms of its
purpose and relationship with other modules.
ADV TDS.3.8C The design shall describe each SFR-enforcing module in terms of
its SFR-related interfaces, return values from those interfaces, interaction with other
modules and called SFR-related interfaces to other SFR-enforcing modules.
ADV TDS.3.9C The design shall describe each SFR-supporting or SFR-non-inter-
fering module in terms of its purpose and interaction with other modules.
ADV TDS.3.10C The mapping shall demonstrate that all TSFIs trace to the be-
haviour described in the TOE design that they invoke.

g.4.4 Evaluator action elements:

ADV TDS.3.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
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ADV TDS.3.2E The evaluator shall determine that the design is an accurate and
complete instantiation of all security functional requirements.

g.5 agd ope.1 operational user guidance

g.5.1 Dependencies:

AGD FSP.1 Basic functional specification

g.5.2 Developer action elements:

AGD OPE.1.1D The developer shall provide operational user guidance.

g.5.3 Content and presentation elements:

AGD OPE.1.1C The operational user guidance shall describe, for each user role, the
user-accessible functions and privileges that should be controlled in a secure processing
environment, including appropriate warnings.
AGD OPE.1.2C The operational user guidance shall describe, for each user role, how
to use the available interfaces provided by the TOE in a secure manner.
AGD OPE.1.3C The operational user guidance shall describe, for each user role, the
available functions and interfaces, in particular all security parameters under the control
of the user, indicating secure values as appropriate.
AGD OPE.1.4C The operational user guidance shall, for each user role, clearly present
each type of security-relevant event relative to the user-accessible functions that need
to be performed, including changing the security characteristics of entities under the
control of the TSF.
AGD OPE.1.5C The operational user guidance shall identify all possible modes of
operation of the TOE (including operation following failure or operational error), their
consequences and implications for maintaining secure operation.
AGD OPE.1.6C The operational user guidance shall, for each user role, describe
the security measures to be followed in order to fulfil the security objectives for the
operational environment as described in the ST.
AGD OPE.1.7C The operational user guidance shall be clear and reasonable.
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g.5.4 Evaluator action elements:

AGD OPE.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.6 agd pre.1 preparative procedures

g.6.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.

g.6.2 Developer action elements:

AGD PRE.1.1D The developer shall provide the TOE including its preparative pro-
cedures.

g.6.3 Content and presentation elements:

AGD PRE.1.1C The preparative procedures shall describe all the steps necessary for
secure acceptance of the delivered TOE in accordance with the developer’s delivery
procedures.
AGD PRE.1.2C The preparative procedures shall describe all the steps necessary
for secure installation of the TOE and for the secure preparation of the operational
environment in accordance with the security objectives for the operational environment
as described in the ST.

g.6.4 Evaluator action elements:

AGD PRE.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
AGD PRE.1.2E The evaluator shall apply the preparative procedures to confirm that
the TOE can be prepared securely for operation.
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g.7 alc cmc.4 production support, acceptance procedures and au-
tomation

g.7.1 Dependencies:

ALC CMS.1 TOE CM coverage
ALC DVS.1 Identification of security measures
ALC LCD.1 Developer defined life-cycle model

g.7.2 Developer action elements:

ALC CMC.4.1D The developer shall provide the TOE and a reference for the TOE.
ALC CMC.4.2D The developer shall provide the CM documentation.
ALC CMC.4.3D The developer shall use a CM system.

g.7.3 Content and presentation elements:

ALC CMC.4.1C The TOE shall be labelled with its unique reference.
ALC CMC.4.2C The CM documentation shall describe the method used to uni-quely
identify the configuration items.
ALC CMC.4.3C The CM system shall uniquely identify all configuration items.
ALC CMC.4.4C The CM system shall provide automated measures such that only
authorised changes are made to the configuration items.
ALC CMC.4.5C The CM system shall support the production of the TOE by auto-
mated means.
ALC CMC.4.6C The CM documentation shall include a CM plan.
ALC CMC.4.7C The CM plan shall describe how the CM system is used for the
development of the TOE.
ALC CMC.4.8C The CM plan shall describe the procedures used to accept modified
or newly created configuration items as part of the TOE.
ALC CMC.4.9C The evidence shall demonstrate that all configuration items are being
maintained under the CM system.
ALC CMC.4.10C The evidence shall demonstrate that the CM system is being oper-
ated in accordance with the CM plan.
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g.7.4 Evaluator action elements:

ALC CMC.4.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.8 alc cms.4 problem tracking cm coverage

g.8.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.

g.8.2 Developer action elements:

ALC CMS.4.1D The developer shall provide a configuration list for the TOE.

g.8.3 Content and presentation elements:

ALC CMS.4.1C The configuration list shall include the following: the TOE itself;
the evaluation evidence required by the SARs; the parts that comprise the TOE; the
implementation representation; and security flaw reports and resolution status.
ALC CMS.4.2C The configuration list shall uniquely identify the configuration items.
ALC CMS.4.3C For each TSF relevant configuration item, the configuration list shall
indicate the developer of the item.

g.8.4 Evaluator action elements:

ALC CMS.4.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.9 alc del.1 delivery procedures

g.9.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.
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g.9.2 Developer action elements:

ALC DEL.1.1D The developer shall document and provide procedures for delivery of
the TOE or parts of it to the consumer.
ALC DEL.1.2D The developer shall use the delivery procedures.

g.9.3 Content and presentation elements:

ALC DEL.1.1C The delivery documentation shall describe all procedures that are
necessary to maintain security when distributing versions of the TOE to the consumer.

g.9.4 Evaluator action elements:

ALC DEL.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.10 alc dvs.1 identification of security measures

g.10.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.

g.10.2 Developer action elements:

ALC DVS.1.1D The developer shall produce and provide development security docu-
mentation.

g.10.3 Content and presentation elements:

ALC DVS.1.1C The development security documentation shall describe all the physi-
cal, procedural, personnel, and other security measures that are necessary to protect the
confidentiality and integrity of the TOE design and implementation in its development
environment.
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g.10.4 Evaluator action elements:

ALC DVS.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ALC DVS.1.2E The evaluator shall confirm that the security measures are being
applied.

g.11 alc lcd.1 developer defined life-cycle model

g.11.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.

g.11.2 Developer action elements:

ALC LCD.1.1D The developer shall establish a life-cycle model to be used in the
development and maintenance of the TOE.
ALC LCD.1.2D The developer shall provide life-cycle definition documentation.

g.11.3 Content and presentation elements:

ALC LCD.1.1C The life-cycle definition documentation shall describe the model used
to develop and maintain the TOE.
ALC LCD.1.2C The life-cycle model shall provide for the necessary control over the
development and maintenance of the TOE.

g.11.4 Evaluator action elements:

ALC LCD.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.12 ase ccl.1 conformance claims

g.12.1 Dependencies:

ASE INT.1 ST introduction
ASE ECD.1 Extended components definition
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ASE REQ.1 Stated security requirements

g.12.2 Developer action elements:

ASE CCL.1.1D The developer shall provide a conformance claim.
ASE CCL.1.2D The developer shall provide a conformance claim rationale.

g.12.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE CCL.1.1C The conformance claim shall contain a CC conformance claim that
identifies the version of the CC to which the ST and the TOE claim conformance.
ASE CCL.1.2C The CC conformance claim shall describe the conformance of the ST
to CC Part 2 as either CC Part 2 conformant or CC Part 2 extended.
ASE CCL.1.3C The CC conformance claim shall describe the conformance of the ST
to CC Part 3 as either CC Part 3 conformant or CC Part 3 extended.
ASE CCL.1.4C The CC conformance claim shall be consistent with the extended
components definition.
ASE CCL.1.5C The conformance claim shall identify all PPs and security requirement
packages to which the ST claims conformance.
ASE CCL.1.6C The conformance claim shall describe any conformance of the ST to
a package as either package-conformant or package-augmented.
ASE CCL.1.7C The conformance claim rationale shall demonstrate that the TOE
type is consistent with the TOE type in the PPs for which conformance is being claimed.
ASE CCL.1.8C The conformance claim rationale shall demonstrate that the state-
ment of the security problem definition is consistent with the statement of the security
problem definition in the PPs for which conformance is being claimed.
ASE CCL.1.9C The conformance claim rationale shall demonstrate that the state-
ment of security objectives is consistent with the statement of security objectives in the
PPs for which conformance is being claimed.
ASE CCL.1.10C The conformance claim rationale shall demonstrate that the state-
ment of security requirements is consistent with the statement of security requirements
in the PPs for which conformance is being claimed.

g.12.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE CCL.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
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g.13 ase ecd.1 extended components definition

g.13.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.

g.13.2 Developer action elements:

ASE ECD.1.1D The developer shall provide a statement of security requirements.
ASE ECD.1.2D The developer shall provide an extended components definition.

g.13.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE ECD.1.1C The statement of security requirements shall identify all extended
security requirements.
ASE ECD.1.2C The extended components definition shall define an extended compo-
nent for each extended security requirement.
ASE ECD.1.3C The extended components definition shall describe how each extended
component is related to the existing CC components, families, and classes.
ASE ECD.1.4C The extended components definition shall use the existing CC com-
ponents, families, classes, and methodology as a model for presentation.
ASE ECD.1.5C The extended components shall consist of measurable and objective
elements such that conformance or nonconformance to these elements can be demon-
strated.

g.13.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE ECD.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ASE ECD.1.2E The evaluator shall confirm that no extended component can be
clearly expressed using existing components.

g.14 ase int.1 st introduction

g.14.1 Dependencies:

No dependencies.
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g.14.2 Developer action elements:

ASE INT.1.1D The developer shall provide an ST introduction.

g.14.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE INT.1.1C The ST introduction shall contain an ST reference, a TOE reference,
a TOE overview and a TOE description.
ASE INT.1.2C The ST reference shall uniquely identify the ST.
ASE INT.1.3C The TOE reference shall identify the TOE.
ASE INT.1.4C The TOE overview shall summarise the usage and major security
features of the TOE.
ASE INT.1.5C The TOE overview shall identify the TOE type.
ASE INT.1.6C The TOE overview shall identify hardware/software/firmware required
by the TOE.
ASE INT.1.7C The TOE description shall describe the physical scope of the TOE.
ASE INT.1.8C The TOE description shall describe the logical scope of the TOE.

g.14.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE INT.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ASE INT.1.2E The evaluator shall confirm that the TOE reference, the TOE overview,
and the TOE description are consistent with each other.

g.15 ase obj.2 security objectives

g.15.1 Dependencies:

ASE SPD.1 Security problem definition

g.15.2 Developer action elements:

ASE OBJ.2.1D The developer shall provide a statement of security objectives.
ASE OBJ.2.2D The developer shall provide a security objectives rationale.
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g.15.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE OBJ.2.1C The statement of security objectives shall describe the security objec-
tives for the TOE and the security objectives for the operational environment.
ASE OBJ.2.2C The security objectives rationale shall trace each security objective
for the TOE back to threats countered by that security objective and OSPs enforced by
that security objective.
ASE OBJ.2.3C The security objectives rationale shall trace each security objective for
the operational environment back to threats countered by that security objective, OSPs
enforced by that security objective, and assumptions upheld by that security objective.
ASE OBJ.2.4C The security objectives rationale shall demonstrate that the security
objectives counter all threats.
ASE OBJ.2.5C The security objectives rationale shall demonstrate that the security
objectives enforce all OSPs.
ASE OBJ.2.6C The security objectives rationale shall demonstrate that the security
objectives for the operational environment uphold all assumptions.

g.15.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE OBJ.2.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.16 ase req.2 derived security requirements

g.16.1 Dependencies:

ASE OBJ.2 Security objectives
ASE ECD.1 Extended components definition

g.16.2 Developer action elements:

ASE REQ.2.1D The developer shall provide a statement of security requirements.
ASE REQ.2.2D The developer shall provide a security requirements rationale.
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g.16.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE REQ.2.1C The statement of security requirements shall describe the SFRs and
the SARs.
ASE REQ.2.2C All subjects, objects, operations, security attributes, external entities
and other terms that are used in the SFRs and the SARs shall be defined.
ASE REQ.2.3C The statement of security requirements shall identify all operations
on the security requirements.
ASE REQ.2.4C All operations shall be performed correctly.
ASE REQ.2.5C Each dependency of the security requirements shall either be satisfied,
or the security requirements rationale shall justify the dependency not being satisfied.
ASE REQ.2.6C The security requirements rationale shall trace each SFR back to the
security objectives for the TOE.
ASE REQ.2.7C The security requirements rationale shall demonstrate that the SFRs
meet all security objectives for the TOE.
ASE REQ.2.8C The security requirements rationale shall explain why the SARs were
chosen.
ASE REQ.2.9C The statement of security requirements shall be internally consistent.

g.16.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE REQ.2.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.17 ase tss.1 toe summary specification

g.17.1 Dependencies:

ASE INT.1 ST introduction
ASE REQ.1 Stated security requirements
ADV FSP.1 Basic functional specification

g.17.2 Developer action elements:

ASE TSS.1.1D The developer shall provide a TOE summary specification.
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g.17.3 Content and presentation elements:

ASE TSS.1.1C The TOE summary specification shall describe how the TOE meets
each SFR.

g.17.4 Evaluator action elements:

ASE TSS.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ASE TSS.1.2E The evaluator shall confirm that the TOE summary specification is
consistent with the TOE overview and the TOE description.

g.18 ate cov.2 analysis of coverage

g.18.1 Dependencies:

ADV FSP.2 Security-enforcing specification
ATE FUN.1 Functional testing

g.18.2 Developer action elements:

ATE COV.2.1D The developer shall provide an analysis of the test coverage.

g.18.3 Content and presentation elements:

ATE COV.2.1C The analysis of the test coverage shall demonstrate the correspon-
dence between the tests in the test documentation and the TSFIs in the functional
specification.
ATE COV.2.2C The analysis of the test coverage shall demonstrate that all TSFIs in
the functional specification have been tested.

g.18.4 Evaluator action elements:

ATE COV.2.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
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g.19 ate dpt.1 testing: basic design

g.19.1 Dependencies:

ADV ARC.1 Security architecture description
ADV TDS.2 Architectural design
ATE FUN.1 Functional testing

g.19.2 Developer action elements:

ATE DPT.1.1D The developer shall provide the analysis of the depth of testing.

g.19.3 Content and presentation elements:

ATE DPT.1.1C The analysis of the depth of testing shall demonstrate the correspon-
dence between the tests in the test documentation and the TSF subsystems in the TOE
design.
ATE DPT.1.2C The analysis of the depth of testing shall demonstrate that all TSF
subsystems in the TOE design have been tested.

g.19.4 Evaluator action elements:

ATE DPT.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.20 ate fun.1 functional testing

g.20.1 Dependencies:

ATE COV.1 Evidence of coverage

g.20.2 Developer action elements:

ATE FUN.1.1D The developer shall test the TSF and document the results.
ATE FUN.1.2D The developer shall provide test documentation.
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g.20.3 Content and presentation elements:

ATE FUN.1.1C The test documentation shall consist of test plans, expected test
results and actual test results.
ATE FUN.1.2C The test plans shall identify the tests to be performed and describe
the scenarios for performing each test. These scenarios shall include any ordering de-
pendencies on the results of other tests.
ATE FUN.1.3C The expected test results shall show the anticipated outputs from a
successful execution of the tests.
ATE FUN.1.4C The actual test results shall be consistent with the expected test
results.

g.20.4 Evaluator action elements:

ATE FUN.1.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.

g.21 ate ind.2 independent testing - sample

g.21.1 Dependencies:

ADV FSP.2 Security-enforcing functional specification
AGD OPE.1 Operational user guidance
AGD PRE.1 Preparative procedures
ATE COV.1 Evidence of coverage
ATE FUN.1 Functional testing

g.21.2 Developer action elements:

ATE IND.2.1D The developer shall provide the TOE for testing.

g.21.3 Content and presentation elements:

ATE IND.2.1C The TOE shall be suitable for testing.
ATE IND.2.2C The developer shall provide an equivalent set of resources to those
that were used in the developer’s functional testing of the TSF.
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g.21.4 Evaluator action elements:

ATE IND.2.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
ATE IND.2.2E The evaluator shall execute a sample of tests in the test documentation
to verify the developer test results.
ATE IND.2.3E The evaluator shall test a subset of the TSF to confirm that the TSF
operates as specified.

g.22 ava van.3 focused vulnerability analysis

g.22.1 Dependencies:

ADV ARC.1 Security architecture description
ADV FSP.4 Complete functional specification
ADV TDS.3 Basic modular design
ADV IMP.1 Implementation representation of the TSF
AGD OPE.1 Operational user guidance
AGD PRE.1 Preparative procedures
ATE DPT.1 Testing: basic design

g.22.2 Developer action elements:

AVA VAN.3.1D The developer shall provide the TOE for testing.

g.22.3 Content and presentation elements:

AVA VAN.3.1C The TOE shall be suitable for testing.

g.22.4 Evaluator action elements:

AVA VAN.3.1E The evaluator shall confirm that the information provided meets all
requirements for content and presentation of evidence.
AVA VAN.3.2E The evaluator shall perform a search of public domain sources to
identify potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.
AVA VAN.3.3E The evaluator shall perform an independent, focused vulnerability
analysis of the TOE using the guidance documentation, functional specification, TOE
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design, security architecture description and implementation representation to identify
potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.
AVA VAN.3.4E The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing, based on the iden-
tified potential vulnerabilities, to determine that the TOE is resistant to attacks per-
formed by an attacker possessing Enhanced-Basic attack potential.
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